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Farms in the United States are get-
ting fewer but larger, more speci3l-
ized, and more dependent nn pur-
chases of Supplies, Equipment and
Technologies, and foreign markets.

Reduction in the number of farms
and concentration of sa!es in the
largest farms may reduce the resil-
iency of the farm structure to be
able to deal with variations in com-
modity prices caused by unpre-
dictable changes in the world econ-
omy.

This study discusses the importance
of agriculture and its cheng.lg char-
acter and structure and presents a
series of issues which warrant atten-
tion by the Congress and others

'responsible for the viability of the
American farm sector.
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FOREWORD

The United States is fortunate in having the world's
most productive agricultural system, capable of supplying not
only the Nation's needs but exporting nearly one out of every
three harvested acres. The significance of America's agricul-
tural sector reaches far beyond the Nation's dwindling two
million farmers. Domestically, the food and agricultural
sector is the largest employer in the United States. Inter-
nationally it functions as the major contributor to balancing
growing trade deficits.

The basic trend in the farm structure snce World War II
has been one of increasing concentration, both of agricul-
tural industries providing inputs as well as concentration of
the actual farms themselves.

Many questions remain unanswered as to whether continua-
tion of the current trend towards fewer and fewer farms is in
the best interest of the American public. Questions have
been raised as to whether the continued demise of the family
farmer will reduce the resiliency of our agricultural system
to produce during adverse times.

The purpose of our staff study was to document past and
present structural changes in the US. farm sector, to dis-
cuss future issues and provide questions for further consid-
eration so that policy guidance and evaluation can be more
effective.

This study was prepared and directed by Ed Schaefer nf
our Food Coordination and Analysis Staff. Field interviews
were carried out by the Food Staff and the following GAO re-
gional offices: Atlanta, Chicago (Twin Cities sub-office),
Philadelphia, and San Francisco, The study also involved the
efforts of GAO's Technical Assistance Group as well as two
private consultants.

Questions regarding the content of this study should be
addressed to William E. Gahr, Assistant Director, Food Coordi-
nation and Analysis Staff, on (202) 275-5525.

Director,
Community and Ecoinomic

Development Division



STUDY BY THE STAFF OF THE' CHANGING CHARACTER AND STRUCTURE
UNIT1ED STATES GENERAL )F AMERICAN AGRICULTURE: AN
ACCOUNTING OFFICE OVERVIEW

I G E S 

The United States food system dependence on
increasinaly fewer farmers, who in turn are
dependent o a series of factors beyond their
control, rai.ses a basic uestion of farm sec-
tor resiliency to withstand supply-demand
fluctuations without. increasing Government
assistance.

A serie.s of cost-price squeezes, specialized
technology, and the targeting of Government
farm programs has created a farm sector that
has fewer larger and more powerful farms; less
family labor; less diverse production patterns;
and increasing dependence on purchased inputs,
foreign oil, ad markets outside the United
States.

Farm numbers have dropped from a high f
6.8 million in 1935 to 2.34 million reported
in the 1974 Census of Agriculture. Only
1.7 million fa'ms are considered to be com-
mercial, selling more than $2,500 of goods
per year. Average farm size, meanwhile,
jumped from 197 acres in 1940 to 440 in 1974.
When only commercial farms are considered
(those selling $2,500 or over) the average
size is even larger--534 acres.

Even though the average farm. has grown in
size, over half of all farmers receive income
from off-farm sources. The average farm
family took in nearly 60 percent of its
total income fron other sources.

In the past, most farms were owned by tile
families who operated them. Today, it .s
estimated that less than one-half of al:,
farmland is owned by the operator, primarily
because the farmer's annual net income flow
is greater for the land renter than the
land owner. Also, as capital and tax demands
have increased, the corporate form of owner-
ship has become more significant. This is
primarily evident in America's largest
farms (2 percent of all farms which

wr 't. Upon removal, the report i CED-8-178cover dTo should be noted hereon.



capture 37 percent of agriculture sales)
where 20 percent are corporations.

Generally, three basic pressures have contri-
buted to the concentration and specialization
in the farm sector and the growth of new
farm characteristics. These are:

1. Rising farm costs.

2. The availability of highly productive crop-
specific farm technology.

3. Government policies and rograms.

OVERVIEW

The agriculture sector is hadirg toward
fewer but larger farms which are cpturing a
larger portion of total farm sales. Today's
farmer is moving away from the self-sufficient,
independent, land-owning model of yesteryear
into a commercial entrepreneur, specializing in
single crops. He is enmeshed in the trends of
national and international economics, relying
increasingly upon a variety of other special-
ists to provide capital, new technology, cup-
plies, land, petroleum products, and marketing
assistance. Land no longer is the farmer's
primary production input as productivity of
the land now depends upon the skill and knowl-
edge with which capital is applied.

COST-PRICE SQUEEZE

Since World War II, general inflation and
rising costs of farm inputs have continually
narrowed profit margins. To maintain income,
the surviving farmer increased his farm siz ,
expanded production, and sought off-farm in-
come. While the cost-price squeeze during the
1950s and 1960s removed many of those smaller
volume farmers who did not expend or improve
production, even the most aggressive farmers
of the 1970s are feeling economic pressures.
This is because biological productivity per
acre has leveled and thereby has limited, at
least temzorarily. future production increases
to farm expansion. This cost-price squeeze
particularly inhibits the entering farmer
whose land amortization costs alone can exceed
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over 40 percent of his gross income in an
average production year. Slight variation in
yield and prices can cause extreme financial
difficulties.

TECHNOLOGY TREADMILL

In an attempt to maintain income through in-
creased production, farmers made use of tech-
nological breakthroughs. However, they found
themselves requiring more equipment and then
more land, an,] still more powerful and faster
equipment to stay ahead of narrowing profit
margins, inflation, and competitive pressures.
The result of farm product specialization over
the last 2 decades was that farm worker pr(duc-
tivity increased nearly twice as fast as that
of the industrial worker. However, to maintain
this productivity, the farmer became dependent
upon petroleum-based inputs of fuel, fertilizer,
and pesticides as wll as other agro-industrial
services to operate his increasingly specAilized
farm. As these specialized and nonrenewable
inputs become more vluable, cost/price infla-
tionary pressures on the farmer will increase.

GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS

Federal programs designed to buffer fluctu-
ations ill demand and supply of foodstuffs and
fibers hare provided farmers with direct sub-
sidies sirce the 1930s. These programs were
directed t specific farm commodities, thereby
benefiting crop-specific farms in zcrtain re-
gions, such as the corn and wheat belts, more
than others.

Those subsidies, coupled with changes in tech-
nology and economic conditions, encouraged
farmers to increase their farms in size and
specialization. This resulted in an overall
reduction in the number of farms but an in-
crease in total production. However, only
10 percent of all farmers receive direct Gov-
ernment program payments, and 1 percent receive
close to 29 percent of all the Government pro-
gram payments.

In the early 1970s the American agricultural
sector got a boost, primarily because of Gov-
ernment fiscal policies which led to a deval-
uation of the U.S. dollar and a shift to a

iii
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floating exchange rate. This move made U.S.
agricultural commodities competitive abroad.

With several crop failures around the worlJ,
U.S. farm commodities were in great demand.
American agriculture and the entire U S.
economy became more dependent upon the power
of U.S. agriculture to help balance off a
growing deficit in our Nation's balance of pay-
ments. However, the high farm income of the
early 1970s was short-lived, as foreign crops
succeeded and worldwide effective demand
for U.S. products slackened.

Policies to foster foreign sales have put
agriculture in a precarious positioi.
Agriculture's new role in the economy has
made .S. farmers vulnerable to the
uncertainties of world market conditions
and as a result has placed the United States
in a position which may demand increased
governmental activity to help buffer fluctu-
ations in supply and demand.

LARGE FARMS vs. SMALL FARPS

The strength of today's largest farms is evi-
denced by the fact that only farms over 1,000
acres experienced a real rise in farm numbers,
according to the 1974 C-:sus3. However, certain
small acreage farms may also have considerable
staying power.

Even though some sialler farms have consider-
able staying power, the farms at the top of
the size scale dominate agricultural sales.
The largest 20 percent of all farms (in terms
of farm sales) make 80 percent of all gross
agricultural sales. This leaves only 20 percent
of total sales to be split among the vast major-
ity cf farmers.

The top 2 percent of the farms now account for
approximately 3U percent of sales. In addi-
tion, what has changed significantly is the
value of farm products sold. The value of
products sold annually by our Nation's larg-
est farms has climbed to $200,000 and more.
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FARM OWNERSHIP

Increased financial pressures on farms have
resulted in changes in ownership patterns also.
The corporate form of ownership makes up a sub-
stantial portion of the larger farm classes.
However, the extent to which these larger cor-
porate farms are farm family owned and oper-
ated, agribusiness conglomerates, or privately
owned by nonfarm families remains unknown.

Although corporations are clearly not "taking
over" agriculture on a national scale, corporate
influence is very significant in certain geo-
graphic regions, localities, and commodities
A problem in determining corporate influence
is the lack of hard knowledge aout ownership
and control of farmland.

The changes in farm structure have had a sub-
stantial impact on its rural surroundings. Farm
population has dropped from over 15.6 million
in 1960 to just under 8.3 million in 1976, with
a disproportionate number of those leaving being
young high school graduates.

In addition, areas dominated by larger farms
have been shown to provide fewer social ameni-
ties to their residents. Rural businesses
have also declined since the more sophisticated
needs of larger farmers, coupled with improved
transportation, have carried much of farm
business outside of rural business centers.

FARM STATISTICAL DATA

Much of current Government policy is based on
aggregate statistics, although there is a
wide diversity among farmers. Even though
there are gaps in knowledge, much could be
gained from simply analyzing the available
data more thoroughly.

GAO attempted to construct comprehensive
farm size profiles from 1974 Census data and
field interviews. Farm income levels were
used as a primary point in determining the
relative v\ell-being or the farmer. Farmer
rrofiles could also be based partially upon
other variables, such as capital investeJ,
land size and quality, organizational struc-
ture, commodity and use of hired labor.
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GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

While vaguely aimed at helping the "family
farmer," Government assistance programs have
definitely benefited the largest farms to a
proportionately greater extent. Because they
are geared to production, the percentage of
farmers receiving Government payments rises
with farm size, as does the size of the pay-
ment. Government assistance programs have
also become capitalized into lard values,
thereby benefiting larger landhclders to
the greatest extent.

Similarly, Government tax policies have pro-
moted the trend away from smaller, family-
owned and-operated farms, while attempting
to do the opposite. Federal income tax laws
provide an excellent tax shelter for outside
investors. Recent estate tax laws may
inhibit sale of farmland outside the owning
family, thus creating a "landed aristocracy,"
with fewer avenues for new farmers to enter.

MAJOR TSSUES

This study has 12 chapters. Each chapter dis-
cuss--s a pr.rticular trend that our research
indicated was important in evaluating the farm
structure. At the conclusion of each chapter
is an "implications" and "issues for further
consideration" section.

Presented below is a summarized version of the
more detailed issues at the end of each chapter:

-- Because agriculture is viewed as an important
export earner, should the Federal Government
play a more active role in providing world
market intelligence, market stabilization,
and sales promotion?

-- Is the United States losing the family
farm resiliency to produce during adverse
economic conditions?

-- With the continued demise of the family farm,
will the rural socio-economic infrastructure
decline even further?
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--For socio-economic as well as national
economic security reasons, snould the United
States take a more active role in helping to
preserve the smaller, lower volume producers
who have proven to be efficient producers?

-- Does the U.S. Government know eough about
who owns, controis; and operates America's
farmland and who has benefited from past
governmental programs and policies to make
new efforts more specifically targeted so
that the benefits can be made more effective
and equitable? Would more information on
all farm types permit a broader based dis-
tribution and improved targeting of Federal
farm programs?

-- Has the U.S., farm sector and the food ys-
tem become too dependent upon nonrenewable
petroleum res rces?

vii
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GLOSSARY.

Commercial farm--having annual sales of at least 2,500.

Debt-to-asset ratio--(debts-to-net worth) ratio of to'al fi-
nancial liabilities to its net worth.
; farm with a total liability of $30C.000
and a net worth of $600,000 has a debt-
to-net worth of .50 meaning the credftors
have 50% of the money in the farm ana
the owner the other 50% (300,000 
600,000 = 1:2 or .50)

Debt-to-equity ratio--Ratio of total financial liabilities to
farms resources less the financial lia-
bility. A farm with a total liability
of $300,000 and a net worth of $600,000
would have a debt-to-equity ratio of 1:1

(300,000 (600,000 - 300,000) 1:1 or 1)

Debt-to-purciase ratio--amount of debt undertaken for a par-
ticular purchase.

Disposal income--income remaining after deducting personal
taxes anu all other Government payments.

Gross farm income--total receipts of a farm, earnings, and
profits.

Gross national product--total value at current market prices
of all final goods and services pro-
duced by a Nation's economy before
deduction of depreciation charges and
other allowances for business and in-
stitutional consumption of durable
capital goods.

Net farm income--income remaining from earnings and profits
after all costs, expensesr and allowances for
depreciation and probable losses have been
deducted.

Net return--the amount received from ar investment less de-
preciation allowance.

P&I--principal and interest.



Parity--relationship between prices farmers receive for their
commodities and the prices they pay for production
and living expenses.

Program allocation factor--divide the national program acreage
for the crop by the number of esti-
mated acres to be harvested for the
crop.

Rate of return--ratio of net return to equity.

Real farm income--farm income that has been adjusted for
the price level.

Regional analysis--the study of comparative growth and
development in a geographic area, re-
quiring data on the flow of regional
products and stock of regional re-
sources.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

As industrialized as this Nation has become, agriculture
still functions as one of he critical cornerstones of our
ecorn.,o,. Although many changes have occurred during the last
30 ya s, many of our farm policies and programs were initi-
ated during or before this era and have changed little since
that time.

The purpose of this study is to documert past and pres-
ent structural changes in the U.S. farm sector, assess fu-
ture implications of the changes, and present issues so that
socially sound farm policies can be developed and imple-
mented. The ultimate goal of this effort is to provide an
improved analytical framework for future policy guidance
and analysis which will positively affect the U.S. farm
structure.

The number of farms in 1978 may be below two million,
with a projected drop by 1980 to under 1.5 mllion. As the
number of farms are declining and agricultural production is
rising, more sales concentration is evident. Other related
trends can also be seen, such as substitution of capital
for labor, decline in rural activity, difficulty for new
farmers to begin, channeling of outside equity capital into
agriculture and a corresponding bidding up of farmland values,
as well as changes in farm owncihip pacterns with decreasing
significance for the traditional family-owned and-operated
sole proprietorship.

These trends raise a variety of issues which need con-
sideration by olicymakers in developing sound farm programs.
The need for a comprehensive analysis of te trPnds in
agriculture along with the implications of thes~ changes led
us to this review.

We believe it was particularly important to conduct a
study at this time because of changes taking place in this
decade in the economic environment within which the agri-
cultural sector operates. Food has become a most important
item in U.S. international trade, while world food reserves
havt fluctuated greatly. U.S. armers also found fewer
productivity increases and learned the problems with depend-
ence on limited supplies of energy and other nonrenewable
resources for increased products.

It is important for policymakers to know the impact
of past policies and programs on the structure of agriculture
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to formulate appropriate future actions. Because it is our
function to evaluate the effectiveness of governmental
programs and to provide the framework for improved policy
formulation, this type of review not only falls within the
scope of activities under which we operate, but will serve as
the foundation on which to develop further efforts.

Scope of study

To reach our study objective we interviewed numerous
farm families throughout the United States. We attempted
to detemine what American farm families perceived as the
causes of these trends, and to document their concerns
regarding the future direction of American agriculture.

We based our analysis on four sources of information:

-- An extensive review and analysis of most available
secondary data from both public and private sources
relating to farm structure.

---An analysis of the 1974 census data National Summary,
published in December 1977, as well as the following
State level summaries: California, Iowa, Minnesota,
Montana, North Dakota, nd Pennsylvania.

-- Use of the Unit d States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) computer model Firm Enterprise Data System
Model, located at Oklahoma State University, for a
series of sensitivity runs on eight "typical" farm
budgets.

-- Farm level interviews (case studies) conducted in 19
counties in 16 different States. At least four farmers
(part-time and small, medium, and large scale' from
each county were interviewed in the Fall and Winter of
1977-78. Farm size category varied by the local
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
(ASCS) official and/or county extension agent per-
ception of the above four categories, given each
county's geog'raphic and economic situation and the
type of cropping system being used. Interviews
were gathered in the following States, and were chosen
to provide a sample of regions A*nd cropping systems:
California (3 counties), Delaware, Georgia, Iowa,
Maryland, Minnesota, Montana, Neoraska, New Jersey,
New York, North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsylvania (2
counties), Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin.
The purpose of the farm level interviews as to

(1) provide a brief profile of farmers by size
classifications,

2



(2) assess the validity of current national
agricultural trends as seen by farmers,

(3) determine what farmers felt were the causal
forces and implications of these trends, and

(4! understand farm level concerns.
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CHAPTER II

AGRICULTURE L ROLE IN THE ECONOMY

HAS GAINED SIGNIFICANCE

Agriculture is an important part of both U.S. foreign
and domestic economic policies. It has become an important
part of our foreign trade, helping to substantially balance
off our trade deficits during the mid-1970s. Opening world
markets to U.S. farm commodities, however, has made American
farmers subDect to uncertainties in world demand, leading to
wide unpredictable swings in net farm income.

Factors affecting the economic well-being of the farming

sector extend beyond the two-million-plus American farmers
and far beyo-.d te shores of the U.S. Agriculture is the
larjest industry in this country, employing some 17 to 20
million American orkers directly and indirectly. Agricul-
tural production and the direct agri-support industries
accounted for one quarter of the country's gross national
product in 1976.

As U.S. agriculture became a dominant force
in world trade, it made farmers vulnerab-e
to fluctuations in world food -Jpplies

Agriculture has become an important element in or
international economic policy.

In the 1970s the Ur ted States became a great deal more
dependent on other countries of the world, primarily because
of its petroleum needs. With the spiraling costs of fuel,
dollar volume of U.S. imports doubled in less than 8 years,
but our exports grew at half that rate.

The major contributor to balancing our trade deficits
was the increase in agricultural sales abroad. The de alua-
tions of the U.S. dollar and a shift to a floating ex( ange
rate in the early 1970s ended an era of long-term discrimina-
tion against the agricultural sector in world trade. Our
agricultural commodities became competitive on the world
market and their high sales abroad helped to take up the slack
of our increasing trade imbalance. This change in the U.S.
fiscal policy had the net effect of not only increasing demand
for U.S. agriciltural products but also stimulated supply
as well.

-- In 1973 the U1.S. agricultural xports were sufficient
to offset an $8 illion deficit n U.S. trade in
nonagricultural products.
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-- In 197' it was just $3 billion short of offsetting
an almost $15 billion deficit in nonagricuitural
trade.

-- In 1975 the $12.4 billion surplus in agricultural
commodities was the only reason for a positive
balance of payments f $11.1 billion.

Although agricultural exports dropped in absolute
terms in 1974, the dollar value continued to rise and the
proportion of exports represented by agriculture has remained
relatively constant since then. But even this could not
balance off the tremendous cost increases ot our needed
imports. Fuel imports rose 33 percent in 1976 and nonfuel
imports were up 20 percent. In 1975 the United States had
roughly an $8.7 billion trade deficit, rising to rearly
$30.0 billion in 1977, a new record high. In the Lirst quar-
ter of 1978, however, the deficit jumped to $11.2 billion.
Should this rate continue chrough 1978 the annual trade def-
icit could reach a staggering $4 r billion. Part of Lhe prob--
lem is the generally slow growth in all U.S. exports. New
markets for agricultural products will have to be found if
growth is to be spurred in that sector.

The increased role of agriculture in foreign trade
adds to the uncertainties with which the farmer must contend.
In adition to the uncontrollable factors whichA normally
affec farming, the farmers now must deal with the unexpected,
changing trends of other countries' agricultural sectors,
due to ncural causes as well as political manipulations.

From 1972 to 1973, therefore, farmers experienced
record high income because crop failures in other parts of
the world created a strong market for our agricultural
commodities. Yet the rfective demar,d soon slackened as
mother nature took a turn for the beater and other countries'
agriculture prosperdl. At the same time, foreign govern-
ments have beeni able to utilize l.,. maLket information
to their own advantage. Indications are some have used U.S.
futures markets indirectly t hedge commodity purchases,
yet have not always provided the United States with reliable
information on their own ma-'kets.

This change in demand caught the U.S. farmers in an
expansionary position causing prices to fall even lower as
supply outpaced both domestic and foreign demand.

The swings in agricultural exports can be seen in Table
1, showing aggregate exports in million metric tons. In 1973
farmers benefited from record high exports, but in 1974 the
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figure dropped by million metric tons. The figure beganto increase, but tie 1977 preliminary figure still does not
reach the 1973 exrorts.

Table 1

Aggregate Agricultural Exports

Year million metric tons

l1 !0 63.890
1971 59.314
1972 76.128
1973 108.408
1974 92.825
1975 98.740
1976 111.086
1977 (preliminary) 107.193

Farmers now are faced with oversupply of farm commodi-
ties and therefore have had to cope with ropping income.
While gross farm income continues to edge slightly higher,
the trend in net income has been decidedly downward in recent
years. Net income in 1976 was 40 percent below the 1973
record, making it the lowest in 9 years, and one of the
lowest since the Depression, when the figures ate adjusted
for inflation. Net income has started to climb back up in
recent months, but the farmer's purchasing power is still
critically ow. Improvements in 1978 will be mainly from
higher livestock prices resulting from decreased suply
caused by extremely low returns to that sector during the
past 4 to 5 years and greater governmental intervention
in the grain market to help support falling prices. Growthin farm sector exports will play an increasingly major role
in the vitality and stability of the U.S. farm economy. A
large potential share of our export market for U.S. grain
(which the United States has a comparative advantage or pro-
ducing as well as appropriate farm-related technologies)
is with the worlds developing nations where food needs are
presently beyond their effective demand primarily because of
a lack of purchasing power. According to John Sewell of the
Overseas Development Council not only do the developing coun-
tries depend on growth in the industrial countries, bl!t it
may now be true that the progress of the poorer ccuncries
may have an impact on economic growth and employmint levels
of the developed nations through stimulating demand for the
products and also through significantly alleviating infla-
tionary pressures.

For policymakers in the United States this means that
our future farm, economic, and fiscal policies need to be
designed to mutually benefit our Nation and the needs of the
devel ping world.



Agriculture is tied closely to the

economic well-being of this country

When economic decline occurs in the farm sector, the

country's general economy is also affected. Agriculture

is this Nation's largest industry, employing about 17 to

20 million people in its production phases--from growing

food and fiber, transporting and processing it, selling it at

supermarkets, serving food at restaurants, to studying food.

Agricultural assets totaled $671 billion in 1977--equal tu

75 percent of the capital assets of all manufacturing

corporations in the United States.

About 4.3 million people work in agriculture directly.

Millions more contribute to the food system once it leaves

the farm. For the first time in 1977 labor surpassed raw

food material costs to become the largest component of the

consumer food dollar. It accounted for one-half of processing

and distribution cost.

Approximately 8 to 10 million people are involved in

storing, transporting, processing, and merchandising farm

commodities. That accounts for one out of every five jobs

in private industry. In 1975 nearly 3,300,000 people were

employed by eating and drinking places and 15,000 people

were agricultural life scientists. In 1970 another 300,000

people were dietitians, health technologists, and technicians.

The agricultural food system thus employs more people than

any other industry, either directly or indirectly. These

figures do not include the related jobs in processing agri-

cultural fiber oc leather products nor the manufacture of

agricultural equipment and equipment components.

Agricultural production itself accounts for only 3.5 per-

cent of the total U.S. gross national product. When direct

agri-support industries are included, however, this rises to

approximately 25 percent of the total gross national product.

Farmers took in about 994 billion for their commodities

in 1976. Farmers are big spenders, however, using 75 to 85

cents of every dollar they take in for production costs.

Thus they pump back into the economy some $80 billion

annually through purchases of such input items as equipment,

seed, feed, fertilizer, petrochemicals, taxes, and labor

costs, not to mention personal items for the family. This

means more jobs for the entire economy.

Farmers' links to the economy extend beyond dependence

on the growing farm support. subsector. Food processors

alone purchese 59 percent of the output of metal container
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manufacturers, 28 percent of the production of paperboard
containers and boxes, and 26 percent of the output of glass
container manufacturers. Farmers' dependence on the whole
economy ca.. also be seen with the purchase of a single item,
such as a _actcr. It is almost impossible to determine the
number o f nonfarm people who are linked to its manufacture--
miners f ,e; railroad workers shipping the ore; workmen in
smelters ad foundries; designers; engineers; draftsmen;
machinists; people making te batteries, tires, electrical
comoonents, lignts, gages, cushions, plastic, glass, and sheet
metal; etc.

Although agriculture is vital to the general economy,
it represents the economic lifeblood of certain regions.
A July 1977 report on the importance of agribusiness to the
metropolitan Kansas City eonomy indicates the strong Kansas
City dependence on agriculture.

The study measured the impact on the Kansas City economy
of agriculture and the related support services. Sales and
receipts from agricultural production and agribusiness totaled
over $5.6 billion in 1976 in metropolitan Kansas City--
equaling two-thirds of the total sales and receipts derived
from all manufacturing activity. Further illustrations of
the significance of ariculture to the metropolitan Kansas
City economy include the following.

-- One out of every six people in the Wasas City work
force is directly or indirectly supported by agri-
business.

-- The manufacture in 1976 of agricultdrally related
products accounted for 19 percent of all product
sales manufactured in the Kansas City area.

-- Agribusiness accounted for 30 percent of the revenue
from truck transport, 68 percent ot arge transport,
and 15 percent of rail transportation in or out of the
city.

-- Wholesale and retail trade of agricultural products,
equipment, and machinery totaled nearly $3.6 million
in sales and receipts for 1976.

-- Government offices '.volved with regulations or
informaLion-gathering on farm production employ about
1,400 people with annual wage bills over $20 million.

--Farming employs 5,000 people, generating nearly $132
million in sdles in 1976.
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Besides its ro.e as the country's major employer,
agriculture is significant because it is the most efficient
industry. At the farm level alone, one worker can produce
three tmes more than he did 20 years ago, while the manu-
facturing worker's production has increased only 1.7 percent
during the same timespan.

Today's farmers can buy farm and family needs from other
segments of the economy, instead of providing them as they
did for many years. This option has given him considerably
mor time to specialize in his principal occupation--farming.

:.tplications

Although farmers represent less than 4 percent of the
total population, much of America's workforce processes ad
markets farm commodities or produces inputs for the farimer.
Many others are involved in food preparation as well as the
agricultural sciences. Agriculture, therefore, besides
providing a basic life necessity, is an integral part of the
country's economy.

Agriculture has become an important part of U.S. trade
relationships in the past few years. This new role, however,
may affect traditional, domestic agriculture. The U.S.
economy is now affected by gyrations of other countries'
agriculture.

With agriculture's recognized importance in the Nation's
economy, such unpredictable swings in farin income can seriously
affect the country's economic security. Such unpredictable
swings in farm income could seriously Fiter farming methods
by causing farmers to adopt more conservative strategies
which may result in less than optimum production levels.
Farmers may choose to abandon crop specialization,
primarily export crops, in favor of more diversification.
Further, they may increase their cash savings for liquidity
purposes instead of reinvesting in more production farm
inputs.

Issues

-- With the importance of agriculture to our entire
economy, are there ways to minimize the effects of
worldwide fluctuations in demand?

-- Does the United States have an adequate worldwide
food surveillance network which would lessen the
shocks of such fluctuations caused by either nature
or fabricated by other nations hoping to influence
world commodity prices to their advantage?

9



-- Since the food system employs so many people, can the
United States afford the dramatic price changes of
its basic farm commodities--the foundation of the entire
system?
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CHAPTER II.

NARROWING PROFIT MARGINS RESULTING FROM WORLDWIDE ECONOMIC

CONDITIONS COULD NOT KEEP PACE WITH RISING COSTS OF FARM

INPT'S AND GENERAL INFLATION, PLACING THE FARMER IN A

COST/PRICE SQUEEZE

Declines in farm earnings since the peak in farm prices
and income in 1973, coupled with higher-priced inputs and
record debt levels, have rekindled widespread concern about
farmers' cash-flow problems. Farmers have had to face not
only large real estate and capital expense investments, but
high operating expenses as well. Estimates indicate that
operating costs account for about 67 cents per dollar of
sales on small farms, even with the help of unpaid family
labor, and as much as 80 cents on farms with annual sales
over $100,000.

Aggregate commodity prices in 1977 were 5 percent below
returns farmers received in the favorable market year of
1973, but the inputs required by farmers continued to esca-
late--rising 23 percent during the same time period.

Livestock producers were particularly hard hit in the
mid Os. Eight times in this century producers have experi-
enced 10-year high-to-low income cycles because of the length
of the cattle breeding cycle and supply/demand considerations.
Decisions which cattle producers must make on size of their
herds, which will determine the amount of meat reaching the
consumer market, take years to implement--a heifer held
back for herd expansion cannot bear a calf until nearly three
years of age. The low ebb of producers' cycle coincided with
the earl' 70s high inflation, compounding cattlemen's finan-
cial problems. Cattle producers are seeing profits again in
1978, but the Administration decision to increase meat
imports to lower consumer prices may limit their recovery.

The problem is heightened because today's farmers depend
more on purchased inputs than did farmers of pervious years.
Table 2 shows that purchased inputs were over 45 percent
greater in 1974 than in 1955, and nonpurchased inputs declined
nearly 30.q percent during that time.
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Chart I shows the effect on farm income as the prices
paid by farmers steadily increased, especially since 1972.
The prices received however, dropped sharply and began
leveling. Net income rose sharply in 1973 and then declined
rapidly during the following 4 years.

Chart 1

NET FARM INCOME COMPARED WITH PRICS PAID
AND RECEIVED BY FARMERS

-- i~o ofdodlar'40

~~~~~~220 7~ i T I I 30

180

,40o price eied by I I .
11o~°Pr., Prices plaitd t farers

67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 7 76 77*

SOURCE SDA DATh
·ESTIMA TED

The most current price figures indicate that prices
have risen since late fall of 1977. This rise is due to
many reasons, including (1) higher livestock prices because
of decreased supply, (2) higher prices for fruits and vege-
tables due to the effects of the heavy California rains
last winter, and (3) increased Government efforts to raise
farm prices.

USDA forecasts that farm prices for 1978 may average
around 12 to 15 percent above previous year levels--after
holding fairly stable the pas. 2 years. Because of higher
livestock receipts and greater Government price support pav-
ment activities, gross farm income for 1978 is likely to be
10 to 12 percent above 1977's $106 billion even thougn
crop prices received by farmers are still trailing pre-
vious-year levels. Government payments may rise about $1
billion from $1.8 billion in 1977. USDA indicated that wheat
producers will be the primary beneficiary of nearly half this
increase because of the late spring boost in the target prices
for 1978 crop wheat to $3.40 per bushel.

The cost of farming continues to escalate with production
expenses for 1978 expected to be between 8 to 9 percent over
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last year. Despite higher production costs, however, net
farm income reached $25 to $26 billion, excluding inventory
adjustments, compared with $20.5 billion last year. But
this is still well under the 1973 record high of $30 billion.
Expressed in real purchasing power, it is some 40 percent
below that of 1973.

Taking inventory changes into account, net farm income
in% 1978 should total $24 billion versus $21.5 billion in
1977. However, if expressed in terms of consistent 1967
dollars, this would be about $12 billion, a rise of only
around $.5 billion from the previous year.

Protesting farmers make the cost/price
squeeze a public isue

The economic problems of the farmers have been vocalized
most recently by members of the protesting American Agri-
culture Movement. They claim that the low net income and even
lower purchasing power of the farmer today places him in
a cost/price squeeze unparalleled since the Great Depression.
The farmeLs have demanded Government assistance to bring farm
prices up to 100-percent "parity."

The parity concept to which the protesters are referring
is essentially a calculation which has Leen used to describe
the relationship etweer prices farmers receive for their
commodities and the pri-es they pay for production and living
expenses. In effect, it all commodities were at full
parity, farmers would have the equivalent purchasing power
at the base period of 1910 to 1914.

According to the American Agricultural Movement, farmers
have not received 100-percent parity since the Truman adtulais-
tration. Between 1946 and 1952, farmers averaged 107-percent
parity. Since that time farmers' shares of parity prices
have steadily dropped. Shares averaged 84 percent under
Eisenhower (1953-1960); 77 percent under Kennedy-Johnson
(1961-1968); 76 percent under Nixon (1969-1974); and 73
percent under Ford in 1975. With the domestic drop in grain
prices and continued low cattle prices, the outlook during the
Carter administration at the end of 1977 ws even worse.
As of November 15, 1977, the indicators of farm prices showed
farmers receiving only 66 percent of parity--the lowest in
44 years. The recent rise in cattle prices should improve
this picture by the end of 1978.

There are inherent problems, however, in using parity as
a means of easuring the economic situation of the farmer.
The principle drawback is the fact that farm productivity has
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jumped significantly since 1910-to-14. Parity is based on
volume. The average price farmers received for bushels of
corn should bear a standard relationship to the cost of pro-
ducing that corn. It does not consider that farmers can now
produce over three times the volume of corn per unit of land
than farmers in the base period.

Mcreover, the tremendous productivity increases have
altered production costs and purchased items. Farmers no
lono-r buv the same items. From 1910-to-14, however, farm
fertilizer nutrients (NPK), supplied mostly by commercial
fertilizer companies, increased 153 percent, while the num-
ber of farms have decreased 76 percent.

In the past, farmers who survived low
returns did so by increasing productivity

,he farmer has historically had a lower income than
hiis nonfarm counterpart. During the 1950s, the farm popula-
tion received an average of 54 percent of the nonfarm per
capita disposable personal income. The 1960s brought a
slight improvement, ringing the average disposable income
to 65 percent of the nonfarm income. Only in the peak year of
1973 did farmers' income exceed the same for workers off
the farm, and the figures have been dropping since then. By
1976 farmers earned 81 percent of the nonfarmer, compared to
109 percent in 1973.

Although they faced relatively stable commodity prices
and increasing input costs since World War II, farmers have
been able to make ends meet because of increased productivity
per acre resulting from research and technology. In fact what
distinguised advantaged farmers who remained and prospered on
farms while millions left farming was that they were willing
to accept some risk inherent in the adoption ol new technology.
These farmers were willing to invest in inputs which might
occasionally be unprofitable, provided they received favorable
long-run returns.

Less-advantaged lower volume farmers, typically with
less-productive land and less access to capital, were left
beh nd. they were usually more conservative in nature, less
likely to go into debt, using available information less. More
often than not, their farms were bought by more aggressive,
larger neighbors.

PrGduction capabilities began to level off in the 1960s.
Farmers were having difficulty maintaining their incomes
because productiDn expenses continued to rise. Farmers with
high-production operations, however, were again prosperous
in the early 1970s. Serious world crop failures placed
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a premium demand on U.S. grain surpluses. Economic problems
at home have coincidentally resulted in devaluations of
U.S. currency--making agricultural commodities competitive
with world market prices. (See p. 4 in ch. II.)

Farmers were buoyed by the rapid rse in net income, more
than doubling from 1970 to 1973. During this period the U.S.
Government dismantled the Government commodity storage pro-
grams serving the grain sector, instead advocating increased
free markets. But world demand soon slackened and farmers
were faced with dropping output prices because of oversupply,
little Government assistance, and high input costs.

With the energy crisis, even the most progressive farmers
felt the squeeze. Their dependence on technological advances
made them particularly susceptible to the unprecedented
rises in energy costs. (See p. 33 in ch. IV.)

Tie situation is worse for farmers who expanded acreage
or b jht new expensive equipment recently with larger debts
and 1(wer incomes. Those who had been farming very long nd
h-d equity were more able to weather the low returns through
:-Linancing.

Farmers financial problems are surfacing
at agricultural banks

The severity of farmers' cost/price squeeze can be viewed
tromn many perspectives. Agricultural lenders are frequently
good indicators of economic conditions on farms. Slower
rates of loan repayment, increased requests for renewals and
extensions of existing loans, reduced liquidity, and deteriora-
tion in loan quality have been reported by the Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago.

The data was obtained through recent surveys of some
600 bankers in the Seventh Federal Reserve District, an area
including Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indian, and Michigan.
Nearly three-(uarters of those responding indicated that
second-quartel farm loan demand exceeded the corresponding
period in 1976. Every State experienced increased demand,
with bankers in Iowa citing a near 80-percent increase. With
only 3 percent reporting lowered demand, the survey results
provide the most solid evidence of the widespread strength
in farm loan demand in more than a decade.

The increased farm loan demand reflects, in part, new
loans to finance current operating expenses. Slower loan
repayment rates and a simultaneous increase in loan renewals
and extensions have also contributed to the strong demand.
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Thes
of fe factors have led to a tightening in the availability

unds for lending.

depo The slower loan portfolio turnovers have emphasizeddeposit growth as a means of funding new loans. Althoughrurasit growth has apparently continued fairly strong atloan1 banks, it has not paralleled the increased number ofaceds. Loan-to-deposit ratios at the surveyed banks aver-fift 61 percent--4 percent more than last year. Nearly two-levehs of the bankers indicated that their ratio exceeded the1 they desired.

rura The tightening liquidity pressures are apparently causingAlmol banks to use correspondent bankers and other leaders.pondst one-fifth of the rural banks reported using co.res-percpnt banks at a higher than normal rate and about the samerequentage stated that they make more referrals of farm loan9sts to other lending institutions.

that One hopeful sign is that .e mid-West bankers reportednot declines in farm earnings and commodity prices havefarmet created a problem of major dimensions. Althoughdoub loan portfolios with severe repayment problems have3.5 ed from the average--b percent in 1977 as compared withis sercent of the dollar value of the loans normally--it
:ill considered a small proportion.

mr cal" farm enterprise models
,1 severity of conditions

the Although the public has been generally sympathetic toknow]leas of the protesting farmers, most Americans have littleIn thedge on which to test the accuracy of farmers' claims.for is case the public does not even have a reference pointstrikarmers' hourly wage, as they would with a labor unione.

invesMost of the populace has no idea what a typical farmer'sreceitment is, what affects prices, or what returns areinvesved. They would perhaps be surprised to learn that theto thtment required of today's farming sector is second onlyat of the petroleum industry.

we inTo provide greater insight into the current situation,todayvestigated the effect of recent financial pressures onTypic s typical farms. The farms we studied were from the(ERS)al Farm Series developed by an Economic Research Servicethe Estudy group in USDA. ERS was recently reorganized intoThe Eonomics, Statistics, and Cooperative Services (ESCS).3CS is developing a system of about 50 typical farms,
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although most findings have not been published to date. The
purpose of the system is to provide base-line Cata about the
operating characteristics of farms in major crop producing
areas.

Each typical farm was developed from a review of 40 to
50 farms in major producing counties in the state. Basically,
a major cropping system operation was determined in a given
state and farm surveys were conducted in a group of counties
in that State engaging in the same type of enterprise.

Extreme size farms, either large or small, were excluded.
A model size farm, the size appearing most often, was then
;elected from the remaining farming units as the typical
operating unit.

A computer model developed by the Commodity Economic
Division of ESCS was used to make financial analyses of the
farms. The model cot.cains data on size of the farms in acres,
the items and value of physical resources required for pro-
duction, the combination crops and livestock, the cost and
level of inputs (fertilizer, manpower, etc.), yields or levels
of production, and estimated receipts. Changes were made in
selected factors, such as yields and costs, to assess the
impact oarmers' net returns. With the help of ESCS per-
sonnel we rat a number of analyses with the model.

Table 3 shows the capital requirements for the chosen
farming units. Depending on different tenure arrangements,
the total dollar amount may not need to be financed by farm
operators.

The table does demonstrate, however, the large investment
which is required and the management skill associated with 
those typical farming operations. The table also indicates
the different capital requirements among regions of the country
producing differing crop mixes.

As indicated, n investment of nearly $2 million is
required by a typical California rice farm with valuable land
and needed irrigation equipment. Even the lowest investment
required--in a typical Georgia peanut and beef cow farm--
tonp-d $560,006.

Table 4 shows net return and rate-of-return (ratio of
net return to beginning equity) for the same typical farms
using 1976 commodity prices and projected 1978 input prices.
With the exception f the California farms, the net returns
for a farm with typical tenure are projected to drop in
1978. The rate of return drops substantially tor all the
farms.
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The table also shows the net return of farms which would
result from five different tenure arrangements for each farm.
Six of eight farms appear bleak for newer farmers because
they are most likely farmers having minimum equity* in either
land or equipment. In every case but one, those who were
new landowners possessing minimum equity were the most ad-
versely affected by the cost-price squeeze. They will lose
up to $63,000 in 1978, according to projected figures.

This problem is further illustrated by Table 5 which
focuses oni Iowa farmers with five types of tenure varia-
tions, all having otherwise identical farming operations.

Table 5
Returns for Different

Types of Tenure in Iowa in 1976

Net Ratio of
return return-to-equity

100 % owner equity $38,700 6.0
Minimum owner equity -1,800 -1.1
100% renter equity 16,600 9.9
Minimum renter equity 7,000 13.9
Typical equity 24,600 9.6

It can be seen that renters tend to have a mich higher
rate of return on investments than owners. In addition, ren-
ters with 100-percent equity in equipment fare better than
owners with 100-percent equity in land and equipment.

Some policymakers have extolled the advantages of
stabilizing farmland prices. However, the table indicates
that if prices of farmland were to stablize, thereby elimina-
ting the incentive for purchase of land as a hedge against
inflation, arm operators looking for the highest return
on investments would then rent rather than buy land. This
development could significantly alter the future farm owner-
ship structure.

Two ;micre potential pressures that can reduce farm income--
reduced yields and increased cost of land and equipment--are
shown in Table 6. With a 10-percent reduction in yields--
within the nor-mal range in variation resulting from factors
such as adverse weather conditions--a 25-percent or even lar-
ger reduction in pofits would result. If commodity prices
remain the same while land and equipment costs are projected
to a 1977 level, then returns are decreased for the five farms.

*Owning approximately 25 to 30 percent.
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TalQ 6
Reduction in Returns for

Five Farms With Reduced Yields or
Increased Land and Equipment Costs

Possible Net Returns (Typical enure)

1976 10% Decrease 1977 prie on
Price in yields land & ec, ipment

Iowa corn and hogs $ 24,600 $18,300 $22,800
Okla. cotton, wheat

and beef -600 -6,500 -2,500
Ohio soybean and
wheat 6,700 3,800 4,600

N.D. wheat and
potatoes 100,900 78,600 97,000

Ca. rice and wheat 104,800 62,500 79,100

(Arr,Ivsis based n USDA's Firm Enterprise Data System Model.)

Finally, the importance of timing market sales is shown
in Table 7. Fluctuations in seasonal crop prices meant the
difference between an Iowa farmer losing $7,300 and making
$33,000, given the exact same resource and factor endowments
and labor utilized uring he production year. Timing market
sales to achieve the most profit can be very difficult, how-
ever, since the use of timely market news, forecasts, fucture
market contracting, and hedging techniques is involved.

Table 7
Comparison of Net Return Under

Different Seasonal Commodity Prices (note a)

Net return 1976 prices (Typical Tenure)
owest Average Highest

Iowa $ 7,300 $ 24,600 $ 33,000
Oklahoma -11,200 -600 9,000
Ohio -800 6,700 9,300
North Dakota 45,)00 100,900 155,400
California 77,800 104,800 169,900

(Analysi3 based on USDA's Firm Enterorise Data System Model.)
a/Computations may differ slightly from actual figures because

the highest and lowest prices were based on the 1976 calen-
dar year, while the average seasonal price was based on the
crop market year.

Although Table 7 shows how important marketing informa-
tion is, a recent GAO report found that farmers were not
using Statistical Reporting Service (SRS) reports which
provide information on supplies of agricultural products on
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a State and national basis. 1/ The farmers 'were eitherunaware of the SRS reports or believed them inaccurate,
untimely, or irrelevant to their needs. We recommended
that SRS improve is communication with farmers.

Implications

Although many Americans have become aware of farmers'financial difficulties only because of their protest movement,it is obvious that the cost/price squeeze was not inventedby malcontent farmers to gain more Government assistance.Farmers who have historically suffered low real incomes
found their profit margins reduced even further in the mid70s.

If current 1978 arm earnings increases are short-
lived, the problems already surfacing cculd become morepronounced. Agricultural banks are reflecting the situation.According to the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, futurelending may be more cautious, with potential repaymentpossibilities based on depressed commodity prices.

If lending becomes more cautious and changes in theeconomic or political environment do not occur, more
farmers will be unable to obtain loans. Situations requiringfarmers to sell assets--including inventories and/or real
estate--to meet their fixed financial commitments will prob-ably occur more often. The impact on farmers could be sub-stantial, especially on farmers who have accumulated largedebts.

Statistics on typical farms highlight the seriouseconomic squeeze for many farmers. One major problem isthe lack of control over many factors causing economic prob-
lems as farmers have become more dependent on purchasedinputs. One area where farmers exert some controi, however,involves the time when they sell their commodities. Reliablemarket information and carefully planned marketing strategies,therefore, become crucial. Farmers are not getting this mar-keting information in many instances.

Issues

-- Given the difference in prices that farmers can poten-
tially receive for commodities during the marketing

l/See "The Statistical Reporting Service's Crop Reports areNot Used by Farmers." GGD-78-29.
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year, should the Government help farmers maximize
their incomes?

-- Given the limitations o the parity concept, should
a better indicator of the economic well-being of
farm families be developed and kept current?

-- Should all farmers, regardless of coimodity, be
guaranteed a minimum return on their investments?

-- Should the Government make a greater effort to pro-
vide farmers with the market information they need?
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CHAPTER IV

INCREASED MECHANIZATION OF FARM OPERATIONS HAS LED TO

AN INCREASING DEPENDENCE ON ENERGY,

ESPECIALLY PETROLEUM-BASED RESOURCES

Always facing small profit margins, farmers found his-torically in years after World War II they could betterthemselves, or just stay solvent, by mechanizing to increase
productivity. Equipment manufacturers supplied farmers withlarger, more powerful machinery. The entire agriculture
system--from agriculture schools and colleges to the researchcommunity--also tried to find ways to make farmers extensively
more productive through capital-intensive farming and mchani-zaticl.

It is difficult to determine whether the new techno'ogy
was necessitated by icreased farm size or whether the fa 1 iimexpanded to fit the available machinery. Willard Cochrane
of the University of Minnesota called the siutation a "techno-logy treadmill." The technology-oriented U.S. society encour-
aged farmers to adopt new technology, thus reducinq costsper unit of land, enabling expansion, increasing the returnrate, and starting of the process again. With pressures fromother expanding farmers and increasing input prices, farmersfound they had to expand simply to maintain their incomestatus.

Farm size and equipment became dependent on each other.
In turn agriculture became highly dependent on fossil fuelto run the machines. At the same time, farmers began usingmore petroleum-based inputs, such as fertilizers and pesti-cides.

Farmers were therefore hard hit by the sharp rises inprices and curtailment in supply of these resources in theearly 1970s.

Using expensive machinery became standard

FarmeLs found that by using modern machinery they couldincrease their output per unit of land without increasinglabor costs. Tia speed of the large tractors also enabledthem to avoid expensive delays caused by bad weather. En-
larging their farms seemed economically sound. Smaller lowervolume farmers who could not afford technological advancementswere usually hurt financially.
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About 4.5 million tractors are in use on farms today--

double the number in use in 1945. Horsepower increase in

modern machinery is more dramatic, however. Only 2 percent of

the tractors sold in 1965 had over 100 horsepower; but by

1976 nearly half of the tractors were at least that powerful.

Today, 150 to 300 horsepower tractor models are common, and

models are available with 450, 600, or even 750 horsepower.

Machines made recently have incorporated significant

technological advances into their designs. Where most plant-

ing and cultivating machines for row crops were two- and

four-rowed in the 1950s, there are now 12- to 24-row planters

for corn and soybeans. Other machines have also doubled or

tripled in size and efficiency.

Of course advanced equipment demands higher prices.

A new tractor today costs more than a typical farm did 30

years ago. A high-power tractor can cost more than $100,000.

Large inventories of expensive equipment have become

comismonplace and special governmental tax incentives and depre-

ciation allowances have added to this trend. In 1969 about

62,000 farms had inventories valued over $50,b00. By the

time of the 1974 Census, however, almost a quarter of a

millioi. farmers had invested that much--with over 110,000

farmers investing at least $70,000 inr equipment.

Table 8

Average Per Farm Equipment Inventory of

Commercial Farms, 1974, b Georaphic Region

Percent of farms
with equipment

Average valued at $70,000

equipment inventory and over

Nat in-al $27,547

'lor th: ast 28,o50 6

?!,o tl Ce ;t.ra] 29,435 8

.2outii 21,943 5

.N;:~ t 34,515 10

Scu rcc: U.S. Census of Agriculture 1974.

'Table 8 shows that average per farm eo'ipment expenditures

vary by geographic region. The lowest expenditures are in

the South, averaging nearly $22,000. In addition, only 5 per-

cent of farms in the South had equipment inventories of

$70),0i)O and over, compared with 10 percent in the Western

reqimi, which averaged $35,500 per farm.
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The aggregate figures, however, do not fully illustrate
the substantial investment in equipment which is required
of today's farmer. The Firm Enterprise Data System of the
USDA Economic Research Service (see p. 19 of ch. III) esti-
mates that in 1978 a typical Iowa corn and hog farm with 320
acres has machinery valued at about $147,000. A typical
California rice farm with expensive irrigation equipment
requires machinery valued at nearly $330,000.

Besides making demands on farmers in terms of direct
costs, the new machinery ties the farmer closely to fossil
fuel. Fuel consumption of all farm machinery rose from over
3.3 billion gallons in 1940 to 7.6 billion gallons in 1969
and even higher in the peak farmina years of the early 1970s.
In 1974 the cost of farm energy totaled over $4.2 billion,
accounting for nearly 6 percent of total farm production
costs.

High use of fuels, fertilizer, and pesticides
led t energy dependence

Following World WaI T, the use of high-powered machinery

and pesticides and commercial fertilizers made farmers
increasingly dependent on petroleum-based resources. At the
time it was a wise choice. We used the Chase Econometric
model in making the following charts. Chart 2 shows that labor
costs rose steadily into the early 70s, but costs for fuel and
energy, as shown in Chart 3, were relatively stable. The
situation changed in 1973 when all petroleum-based products
saw dramatic rises and the dependence upon petroleum was ues-
tioned. As Chart 4 indicates, the high prices for fertilizer
from 1973 to 1975 led to cur -ailed use by farmers. With less
demand prices dropped and f me s again used heavy fertilizer.

U.S. farmers have become dependent on nonrenewable energy
because it has paid to do so.

The U.S. food and agricultural sector today uses 22
percent of the Nation's total energy supply in the production,
processing, marketing and preparation of food, natural fibers,
and forest products. The food system alone uses 16.5 percent
-- or 12.4 quadrillion--Btu'sof the Nation's total energy
consumption. Four-fifths of the total energy consumption
is used beyond the farm gate. The remaining one-fifth--
or only 3 percent--of the national total, is used directly
in farm production. For comparative purposes this is less
than the amount needed to fuel jet aircraft and almost
half the amount of energy used by American families in pre-
paring the food for home consumption and equal to the amount
of energy sed by the food service establishments.
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CHART 2 CHANGES IN TOTAL PRICES PAID
AND RECEIVED: AND PRICES PAID FOP FARM WAGES RATES
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Major farm uses of petroleum and petroleum derivedproducts include:

--Fertilizers--increased over 500 percent since World WarII.

-- Irrigation, requiring the highest input of directenergy se, some 20 percent of the farm's energy bill
(although this use is regionally specific).

-- Fuel for tractors and farm machinery and for opera-tions such as crop drying.

Chart 5 shows that gasoline, followed by diesel fuel,
were the principal energy expenditures nationally in 1974,using 3.7 billicn gallons at a cost of $1.87 billion. These
two sources of eergv are used mainly for powering equipment.Natural gas, costing farmers ( n aggregate) $100 million,is crucial to fertilizer and pesticide production. Nexti-. usage, LP gas, is needed for irrigation and crop drying,for tobacco curing, and warming of livestock and plant housing.Electricity mainly powers irrigatior, lighting, and mechanizedoperations. Depending on locality, it is usually derived from
fuel oil, natural gas, or coal.

Ninety percent of the production energy is used forgrowing, harvesting, and curing crops, with most used topower machinery. Livestock production accounts for theremaining 10 percent of production energy.
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Grain production, especially corn, accounts for about
one fourth of the energy used on crops, and cotton production
demands high energy because of irrigation and heavy use ofpesticides. The major users of fuel oil are the citrus
industry---for frost protection--and the tobacco ndustry--for
flue-curing. Citrus and tobacco crops account for approxi-
"=tely 70 percent of the fuel oil used in crop production.

Seven States accounted for almost half the energy usedin farm production in 1974: Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Illinois,
Minnesota, Texas, and California.

Chart 6 clearly shows farmer dependence on energy. Thedata was reported by the Small Farm Energy Project, a Nebraskaresearch and demonstration project with the goal of energyself-sufficient farms. The chart gives the averge energy
purchases for the farmers who are cooperating with the project
to make energy changes on their farms.

Average farms in the project include a family of five
living on about 360 acres, with 240 cultivated acres. Thesefamilies work with a truck, a car, ane three 5 5-horsepower
tractors. They also care for 25 dairy cows, 14 beef cows,
and 10 sows.

Chart 6

Average Cooperator Farm Energy Use 1977

Million
Energy source Quantity $/unit Btu $/MPtu $ total

Electricity 30,100 kWh .030 kWh /103.0 $ 8.k.0 $ 906Propane 582 gal. 3 59/gal, 55.9 3.74 209Fuel oil 611 gal. .129/gal. 85.5 3.06 262Diesel 1,100 gal. .4 43/gal. lr5 3.16 490Tractor gas 1,360 gal. .5 87/gal. 171 4.66 797Car gas 1,340 gal. .598/gal. 169 4.75 803

Direct energy purchase 739.4 $3,467fertilizer and chemicals b/103 10.68 1,100

Total energy purchases 842.4 $4,567

a/This value represents the energy content of the electricity.
To generate this much would require 3.1 times this amountor 319.3 million Btus.

b/This value represents the energy l 3cessary to produce
fertilizer and chemicals.
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Chart 6 (continued)

Typical Farm Energy Use Distribution

2/ N 2%
Corel- \a

20% \ % 7l

< \ This energy pie

Tractor gas Diesel / illustrates the
proportion each fuel

contributes to total energy

purLhases.
Source: Small Farm Energy roject Center for

Rural Affairs, Hartington, Nebraska.

Chart 6 shows that although it was only 12 percent of
the total energy bill the most expensive energy purchase is
electricity. Gas for cars, 20 percent of the energy pur-
chases, was second most expensive, followed by gas for
tractors, which also amounted to 20 percent of all purchased
energy.

There is great geographic variation in energy use,
relating to supply and cost, availability, as well as
commodiLies produced. Energy use peak time also varies
substantially by region and farming enterprises.

Our interviews with farmers of varying sized farms in
16 States 1/ confirmed farming in each of their areas is
closely related to petroleum resources. A farmer in Nebraska
considered dependence on fertilizer, pesticides, and herbicides
as "just an economic fact of life for the modern farmer." The
farmers said that petroleum-based inputs make every acre as
productive as possible, thus permitting farmers to efficieitly
expand their land bases if desired.

l/As one way of getting information more meaningful than
aggregate statistics, we conducted interviews with over 75
farmers in 19 counties of 16 States. At least four farmers
of varying sizes were interviewed in each county in the
Fall and Winter of 1977/78.
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Farmers feel pinch of increased cost,
curtailed supply of petroleum

It is no surprise that skyrocketing energy pricesaffected farmers. Direct agricultural energy costs between1973 and 1977 (not includi.g energy used in the production
of fertilizer, chemicals, and rmachinery or energy used infarm family living) rose as follows: electricity, 59percent; gasoline, 69 percent; diesel fuel, 99 percent;
fuel oil, 109 percent; LP gas, 130 percent; and naturalgas, 220 percent.

High prices were not the only problem farmers faced.Farmers and all Americans had to deal with limited supplies
to meet increasing needs. Regional availability inequitiesmade the situation worse.

Farmer dependence on petroleum-based inputs has notimproved greatly in the past few years. From 1974 to 1977there was an 8 percent rise in the use of natural gas, LPgas, and electricity. Farmers are still depending moreheavily on fossil fuels, as illustrated by corn harvesting.Ear corn was once picked and air dried, but it is now auto-
matically shelled in the fields while wet and dried mechan-ically, using either electricity or LP gas. The cost to drythe grain down to an appropriate moisture level for storage
(15.5 percent) can cost farmers as much as 25 cents a bushelif done by commercial drying facilities, depending on moisturecontent. According to the Council for Agricultural Scienceand Technology, in some instances the energy used in driinq
corn may exceed the total energy required for seedbed
preparation, planting, cultivation, and harvesting.

Our regional case studies reported farmers are stillreceptive to heightened petroleum-powered technology. Forexample, the most popular exhibit at a farm progress show
in Iowa was an experimental eight-wheel drive tractor. Al-though Illinois was considered a State with minimum sales
potential for four-wheel drive tractors, today it is theleading State in sales.

There has been little dissemination of information bythe Government or the Land Grant Universities on alternative
farm operation systems which make greater use of renewableresources, some of which are now readily available, such assolar dryers. In addition, there hs been little or o publicsector incentive program for assisting willing farmers withthe inherent risk of early adoption of new systems.
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Because of agriculture's unique position of relying
on biological processes, any disruption in needed inputs,
including energy, has significance beyond the period of un-
availability. There are critical times when planting and
harvesting must occur. Any shortfall during this time could
he devastating for the national food supply if it occurred
on a national basis, or could at least result in an extreme
economic crisis for those farms which may be regionally
affected.

Some farms succeed with less mechanization

America's food system, while recognized for its produc-
tivity, does not yield as much per unit of land as do systems
of some other countries. Many nations that have not switched
from manpower to machinery to the same extent as the United
States nave been able to maintain or achieve high levels of
output, but usually at the cost of higher food prices. Ster-
ling Wortman, a vice-president of Rockefeller Foundation,
recently said:

"Mechanical agriculture is very productive in terms
of output per man-year but not as productive per
unit of land as the highly intensive systems are.
And it is arable land that is scarce for most
farmers in many countries."

Tn fact, even in our own country, some smaller farms have
become quite successful and competitive without expanding
their land base or becoming as dependent on petroleum-based
inputs.

For the most part these farms can be found on the peri-
phery of urban influences throughout the United States.
Feeling the pressures associated with increased urbanization,
these farmers changed their production systems as well as
their marketing strategies. Many chose organic production
systems while others adopted a combination of systems. All
systems resulted in increased manual labor. A corresponding
decline in equipment and energy costs per dollar of gross
sales also resulted.

The change did not stop here, as many farmers also
changed their marketing strategies. They often circumvented
traditional channels for more direct routes to ultimate
consumers. Some farmers even chose "nick-your-own" tech-
niques which helped minimize operator harvesting costs and
dependence on petroleum-powered machinery.
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While the growth of such intensive small farms on the
urban fringe has not been overwhelming, this development
should not be overlooked because it is estimated that between
one quarter to one third of all cropland in the United States
is located near urban influences. As a result, small farms
may play an increasingly important role in reducing non-
productive transition zones between large farms and urban
development.

Implications

The emphasis on increased agricultural production
in this country since World War II, is no longer the answer
to the farmer's problems. Instead the farmer in the late
70s saw commodity prices dropping because of over-supply.
Fluctuating foreign market demands for American agricultural
products have resulted in gyrations of both prices and supply
in recent years, necessitating a revised role for government
assistance. Government programs today are geared to "set-
asides" to take some land out of production. (See p. 122 of
Ch. IX.)

Farmers now have expensive machinery, for which they are
often in debt, giving them capabilities beyond U.S. food
needs. These farmers are closely tied to petroleum-based
fuel, a dwindling and costly commodity. Private industry
as well as the academic and research communities are still
encouraging the use of petroleum-based fuel. There is little
incentive to experiment with greater use of renewable resour-
ces.

Agriculture in other countries, as well as in many small
farms in this country, has succeeded without overdependence on
machinery and petroleum-based fuels. High yield per unit of
land can be achieved, although output per man-hour may be
less. Cost/benefit analyses, comparing energy-intensive
and labor-intensive systems, will have to consider the social
costs incurred in society by farmers who are tied to non-
renewable resources whiuh must be bought, to a large extent,
from foreign nations. These analyses must also consider the
latter benefits of using an abundant resource: manpower.

Issues

-- Given the importance of agriculture in domestic and
international affairs, can the country afford the
risks inherent in a system dependent on nonrenewable
resources, many of which are under foreign control?
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-- Is the Government encouraging industry and academia
enough to develop technological improvements based on
renewable resources?

-- Is the Governmnent taking a sufficiently active
role in providing farmers with information and
technical assistance on production systems which
depend less on petroleum and natural gas?

-- Have governmental tax depreciation allowances on
machinery and equipment fueled the race for increased
farm sector mechanization?

-- Can lessons be learned from the successful labor-
intensive small farms which use appropriate techno-
logy and immulated in various segments of U.S.
agriculture?
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CHAPTER V

iNCREASED CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS PUT

PRESSURES ON FARM OPERATORS

Farmers in recent years have seen farmland and nonland
resource values rise to unprecedented levels. The total
value of farm real estate rose to $524 billion by January of
1978, an increase of $42 billion over the estimated 1977
value.

As noted previously, farmers must continue to expand
their operations just to stay one step ahead of inflation.
(See p. 15 of ch. III.) In many cases this need to expand
has forced farmers into debt financing. Although a good
many farmers have enough equity to balance the debts, many new
-- and frequently young--farmers are facing financial diffi-
culties in trying to pay debts with shrinking incomes.

Farmland values doubled nationally in 5
years, spurring land investment

Farmland values have sharply risen in the 70s. From
March 1, 1972 through February 1, 1978, land values increased
an average of 114 percent nationally. The highest increase
occurred in 1973, with a 25 percent rise corresponding to
the peak period in grain prices, with other years reporting
land value increases of 14 percent.

If the 5 year average increase of about 16.5 percent
continues, land currently valued at $1,000 per acre would be
worth $33,535 per acre in the year 2000. Even if the annual
increase drops to half that level, today's; $1,000 acre would
be worth $6,193 by the end of the century.

The high demand for farmland has reflected, in part, its
value as a hedge against inflation for the owners. Although
it did not always achieve this goal, farmland was an asset
to owners in the mid 1970s. During the boom which began in
1972, the real value of farmland went up 42 percent. Land
values greatly exceeded the high inflation rates.

Farmland became an increasingly attractive investment
for nonfarmers. Although nonfarm corporations own a small
number of farms, they account for a sizable proportion of
crop production--especially n specialized items--as well
as most total land resources.
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There have been some attempts to capitalize even more

on the rising value of farmland. The Continental Illinois

Bank and Trust Company had made plans in 1977 to set up

a $50 million trust fund to purchase working farms in the

mid West. Fund hares were then to be sold as a tax-sheltered

investment; ho'ocver, strong opposition, including that of

Secretary of Agriculture Bob Bergland, killed the plan.

One of the major foundations of farmland values is the

income which farmers can generate from the land. Farm income

has not necessarily correlated with .and values over the years,

however, as chart 7 shows. In fact, while farmland value

has continued to soar, farm income has declined recently.

Net cash income from farming for 1977 is expected to be lower

than earlier in this decade. Some experts are concerned that

the current interest in land has carried land prices beyond

the level justified by farm earnings.

Chart 7

FARMLAND VALUES COMPARED WITH GROSS AND NET FARM INCOME
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In today's farmland market, expected capital gains from

the land have become the dominant factor in the value of

the land. This does not supply farmers, however, with the

cash flow necessary to repay debts. In addition, there is

no guarantee that prices for land will continiE their upward

spiral. In fact, increases in farm real estate values are

slowing down, with a 9 percent inc ease during 1977 and 

projected rise of only 6 percent by the end of 1978. In some
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isolated cases, actual sales of farmland since the summer of
1977 have been below what was recorded earlier in the same
area. For example, farmland values dropped in Nebraska to
an average of $385 per acre--4 percent below that recorded
between February 1977 and February 1978.

In general, however, land values will likely continue to
increase along with non!'rm demand for land. Some States
recorded big increases in 1'77 over 1976 prices, the largest
in Wisconsin, South Dakota, nd Maryland. These increases
were up 18 percent, 17 percent, and 16 percent, respectively.
Nationally, the average price of farmland in 1977 was esti-
mated at $490 per acre--up from $219 in 1971. PrLces rose
over 1976 prices an average of 9 percent during 177.

Other farm resources also escalated

Meanwhile, nonland farm assets have also multiplied.
Average nonreal estate assets per farm in 1940 averaged as
little as $1,700. By 1970, assets increased to over $22,500
and in 1977 they almost doubled to about $44,400.

Nonland resources include farm machinery and motor
vehicles, crop and livestock inventories, and equipment.
The Department of Agriculture projects that the total
value of these assets will be over 12 percent higher at the
end of 1978.

Aggregate nationwide figures do not accurately reflect
the dynamics of the investment now required, however. Using
the USDA Firm Enterprise Data Sysenr, a typical Central Iowa
corn and hog farmer would have nonlanl assets in excess of
$200,000 in 1978, and a Colorado cattle and winter wheat
farmer would have nonreal estate assets over $250,000.

There are numerous reasons for the rising cost of non-
land resources, many interrelated. They include

-- increased equipment investment per unit of labor,

-- increased use of purchased vs. arm-derived inputs,

-- adoption of larger capacity machinery,

-- inflation,

--increased machinery and equipment prices, and

-- more livestock per farm and/or higher valued stock.
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Farmers increasingly turned to debt financing

As expansion is frequently an economic necessity,
farmers obviously needed help in financing larger farms.
One way of getting this assistance was to ask assistance
from lending institutions. Many farmers went to lending
institutions. Today's farmers in aggregate are in debt
eight times more than their 19J0 counterparts.

Farmers, however, are not deeply in debt in an absolute
sense. Throughout this period of increasing debt, the debt-
to-equity ratio was usually less than 16 percent, as seen
in Table 9. In aggregate, farmers are in a relatively better
position than nonfarmers, since total nonfarm debt increased
11-fold since 1950 and consumer debt increased 10-fold.

Farmers' strong financial position is the result of a
high equity level maintained in their assets. The total real
estate debt grew from $9,900 per farm in 1970 to $20,500
in 1977 and is projected by USDA to average nearly $24,000 in
1978. But assets also climbed, with real estate valued at
over $73,100 in 1970 worth $180,700 in 1977 and projected to
be only $4,000 short of $200,000 in 1978. Similarly, nonreal
estate assets nearly doubled in value, going from the 1970
figure of $33,600 to $63,100 in 1977.

Table 9

Ratios of Farm Debt-to-Asset
and Debt-%o-Equity

Farm Debt-to-Asset Ratio (note a)

1970 1975 1976 1977

Real estate 13.5 12.2 11.9 11.4
non-real-estate 24.0 23.9 24.3 26.3

Farm Debt-to-Equity Ratio (note b)

1970 1975 1976 1977

(Percent)

Real estate 16 14 14 13
non-real-estate 32 32 32 36

a/Financial liability divided by total land and nonland
resources.

b/Financial liability divided by resources less financial
liability.

Source: USDA 40



These positive figures refer to farmers in aggregate. Be-cause many farmers own their assets debt-free, others havehigh debt and low equity. These farmers are now in jeopardyas commodity prices have slipped. The 1974 Census indicatesthat half of the farm operations under 45 years of age wereindebted in comparison with about one-third of those 45 years
old and over.

Aver=.e FLB borrower appears
financially sound

To try to gain some insight into major farm real est.L eborrowers, we reviewed the characteristics of borrowersfrom the Federal Lane Bank (FLB), which is the largest farmreal estate lending institution accounting for about a thirdof all farm borrowers. Financing by the seller is be-omingincreasingly significant, however, with an estimated 44 per-cent of all new credit extended for farm real estate transferduring the year ended March 1, 1976, coming from that sourceaccording to USDA estimates.

Following is a profile of typical FLB borrowers in1976:

-- Average age 44, about the same since 1973. A fourthof the loans were made to farmers under 35.

-- Typical farm operation of about 900 acres, 60 percentof which the borrower owned. The rest was rented.
-- Total assets of $500,000, with liabilities of $176,000.This gives him a debt/asset ratio of 35 percent.

--Net farm income of $31,000. About 74 perctrc of theborrowers had off-farm income, averaging $23,000additional income.

--Average size farm loan of $79,000, representingabout 55 percent of market value of the security.

A more detailed description is outlined in Table 10.
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Table 10
Charscteristies of Typical FLB Borrower

Characteristics

19738 1 ;74e 1975a 1976 a

Of bo.rrower -

Age 43 43 44 44
Assets A51,327 $443,920 $473,731 $499,486
Debts .L. 78 $153,702 $164,825 $176,213
Net woith $2?2, 49 $290,218 $308,906 $323,273
Debt/asset ratio 3 35% 35% 35%
Debt/net worth rathe 59, 53% 53% 54%
Net nonfarm income $21,435 79%) $21,155 (78%) $24,601 (76%) $23,382 (74%)
Net farm income $17,155 $22,692 $26,447 $30,643

Of farming operation -

Acres farmed 796 877 956 908
Acres in secHrity 290 286 314 295
Acres rented b 824 (32%) 983 {36%) 934 (41%) 852 (44%)
Acres oher land owned 575 (35%) 496 (43%) 495 (48%) 456 (50%)Building value $25,268 $29,601 $33,348 $36,641
Appraised value $91,498 $109,093 $127,770 $143,243
Market value $94,648 $115,393 $135,531 $150,259
AV/acrec $316 $484 $407 $485
MV/acre $327 $514 $432 $509
AV/jV 97% 95% 94% 95%

Of loan -

Loan amount $55,312 $64,272 $72,761 $79,079
New money $44,070 $54,673 $59,744 $63,593
Rate 7.46% 8.10% 8.67% 8.68%
Term 27 years 27 years 27 years 27 years
Loan/AV 60% 5o9 58 57%
Loan/MV 58% % 55% 55%

aIncludes only farm loans.

bAverage based only on borrowers reporting.

CAppraised value (iV) and market value (MV).

Source: Farm Credit Administration

The highest percentage of money borrowed--33 percent--
was used for real estate--slightly up froi, 1975. Refinancing
of FLB loans also increased slightly, probably reflecting
farm expansion. Refinancing of loans held by other lenders
was down slightly in 976.

The figures reflect a well-capitalized, aggressive,
and successful farm operator. Ninety-five percent of the
borrowers were individual operators. These farmers frequently
jere able to spread fixed ownership costs of new land
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acquisitions over total operated acreage. These large owner-

operators have therefore, played a significant role in the

farm real estate market, offering small farmers and nonfarm

interests stiff competition for the land.

This view of large farmers buyinq up even more land is

also reflected in statistics on the indebtedness of various

size classes of farms, as see: in Chart . Farms with sales

in excess of $100,000 per year averaged nearly 30 percent

indebtedness. Smaller faims averaged only 10 to 12 percent.

CHART 8 - FARM ASSETS AND DEBTS, 1960 AND 1975,

IY SALES CLASSES
$ BIL

1975
12o1:~~ ~1960

120 -
.... :.:.:r. ASSETS

':- I DEBTS

40 -

100.000 40,000 to 20,000 to 10A)00 to 5,000 to 2,500 to Less Than

and Over 99.999 39.999 19,999 9,999 4,999 2,500

GROSS SALES
Source: USDA

Younger borrowers secured by off-farm income

To get a fair evaluation of the financial picture of

individual farmers, however, the daLa must be analyzed

further. FLB reports that younger farmers, 35 and under,

account for one quarter of all loans. They have a signifi-

cantly higher debt-to-asset ratio--43 percent compared

with 35 percent in 1976 for all FLd borrowers.

These younger farmers farmed 40 percent less land and

used slightly less of their farmland as security. A larger

proportion used the money to buy land. FLB loans to younger

farmers were secured because average young borrowers also

had high nonfarm incomes of over $20,000.

Characteristics of young FLB borrowers in 1975 and 1976

are shown in table 11.
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Table 11

Characteristics of Typical Young FLB Borrower

a/ b/
1975 1976

Of borrower -
Age 29 29
Assets $403,315 $355,056
Debts $164,368 $146,720
Net worth $238,947 $208,336
Debt/asset ratio 41% 41%
Debt/net worth ratio 69% 70%
Net nonfarm income b/ $ 23,401 (75%) $ 20,133 173%)
Net farm income $ 26,378 $ 26,691

Of farming operation -
Acres farmed 968 738
Acres in security 292 235
Acres rented b/ 1,047 (44%) 758 (47%)
Acres other land owned b/ 512 (37%) 360 (37%)
Building value $ 32,305 $ 31,955
Appraised value $112,683 $112,058
Market value $118,114 $116,365
AV/acre c/ $ 386 $ 478
MV/acre c/ $ 404 $ 496
AV/MV 96% 965%

Of loan -
Lcan amount $ 67,689 $ 65,347
New money $ 58,139 $ 55,455
Rate 8.66% 8.68%
Term 28 years 28 years
Loan/AV 61% 60%
Loan/MV 58% 58%

a/ Includes only farm loans.
b/ Average based only on borrowers reporting.
c/ Appraised value (AV) and market value (MV).

Source: Farm Credit Administration
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Joint FLB/FmHA orogram aimed
at low-equity farmer

FLB also has a program to reach more needy farmers--a
joint effor- with the Farmers Home Administraion (FmHA).
The program is designed to help borrowers with low eauity pur-chase land by permittinc each financial institution to makeloans to the same borrower on the same security. There aretwo types of arrangements available: joint closings and sub-ordination of mHA loans. New farmers who have littleequity but substantial repayment capacity would be eliqibie
for a joint closing. The second type of arrangeme it permitsfarmers wth FmHA loans to borrow additional funds from FLB,if they are eligible, and FmHA loans are subordinated to the FLB
loans.

Over half the joint borrowers in 1976 were under 35.
It is therefore logical that typical FLB/FmHA borrowers
were more highly leveraged and had less equity in theirbusinesses than average FLB borrowers.

The number of joint borrowers in 1976 increased by about
500 individuals to nearly 4,250. The typical FLB/FmHA bor-rowers were then 36 and operated about 630 acres of land,half of which they owned. They averaged a net farm incomeof $27,000, making additional off-farm incomes of $9,000.

Table 12 shows t characteristics of joint FLB/FmHA
borrowers from 1973 through 1976.

Currernt real estate lending does
not reach all farmers in need

Farmers served by FLB are obviously viable, financiallywell-endowed farmers, whether young or old.

FIB is a conservative lending organization. Inrecent congressional field testimonies, for example, oneFLB borrower complained that his loan would be pprovedonly if one of his family had adequate off-farm employment
to guarantee its repayment.

FLB does attempt to reach ½?ss fortunate farmersthrough its joint program with FmHA. But even the joint
loan program is not reaching all farmers having credit needs.A task force report on The Family Farm in California, issuedin November 1977, concluded that there is a shortage of fundsfor low-equity farmers and for beginning farmers who have thenecessary skills, but not the required collateral, fo asuccessful farm.
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Debt servicing capacity has decreased

Those who have been able to borrow money are nowoften finding their repayment abilities declining. Agri-culture Department officials project real net cash income in1978 to be more than 4 percent lower than in 1977 and morethan 25 percent lower than 1973.

To determine the approximate per-acre debt assumedannually by farmland purchasers, multiply the average per-acre dollar value of farmland by the debt-to-purchase-price ratio for the farm real estate transfer.

--200 acres of farmland purchased for $300,000 (averagepurchase price per acre of farmland is $1,500)
--Finance $228,000, thus debt-to-purchase-Price ratiois 76 percent 228,000).

300,000

-- Approximate per-acre debt assumed by farmland ur-chasers is $1,140 ($1,500 x 76 percent).

Assuming that the purchase is financed for 25 years at8 percent interest with equal annual payments, the amount tobe paid each year per acre is $106.80 annual principal andinterest (P&I) payments. (This figure was determined byusing the capital recovery factor for 8 percent interestand 25 years--0.09368. $1,140 x 0.09368 equals $106.80annual P&I paymerts.)

A debt-to-puLrchase ratio of 76 percent was used in theexample because ecent aalyses have shown that P&I paymentshave increased faster th n land values during the past 20years, reflecting the general rise in both mortgage ratesand debt-to-purchase-price ratios. In the past few years theproportion of the financed purchase price has averaged about76 percent--70 percent in the mid-1960s and 60 percent in themid-1950s.

It is important to understand the difference betweenthe debt-to-purchase ratio described above and the debt-to-asset atio. The latter is the total farm debt relatedto the total farm assets; the frmer is the amount of debtundertaken for that particular purchase.

Farmers expanding their operations, therefore, mayhave a high debt-to-purchase-price ratio of 76 percent,but a substantially lower debt-to-asset ratio when theirtotal farm investments are considered. The impact is most
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pronounced ,n farmers just starting out who have accumulated
little land and nonland resources. Their resources are insuf-
ficient to spread out the purchase cost, thereby improving
their debt-servicing capacity. For those beginning less-
advantaged farmers, their debt-to-purchase ratio may closely
approximate their debt-to-asset ratio.

The proportion of gross income required to repay the
debt can be determined by estimating the ratio of principal
and interest payments to expected gross receipts per acre.

$106.8 = P&I per acre
267 = Expected gross receipts

for acre of corn* = 40%

(*119 bushels/acre expected yield of corn
x $2.25 per bushel = $267)

Therefore the P&I payments require 40 percent of the
gross c,.;h rercipts. ''his leaves $160.20 to cover all other
costs.

Calculations by the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
irl-icate that high land values and lower orn prices have
nI:deed pushed the ratio of P&i payments '.o cash receipts in

!Ilinois to a new high o about 40 perceit. The previous
hirih was the 1970 figure of 35 percent, up from 20 percent
:n the 1960s.

A ebt servicing requirement of 40 percent of gross
receipts is dangerously high, considering the volatile charac-
ter of agriculture, especially if farmers cannot spredd this
proportion over land already owned clear and simple. A
number of natural difficulties, such as too little or too
much rain, can substantially cut yields. Meanwhile farmers
ave little control over fluctuating prices for their products.

Thus if a drought were to cut yield to 90 bushels of
corn per acre (still above the national average) and corn
prices fel to $2.00 per bushel, the expected gross receipts
would dop from the $267 per acre estimated earlier to $180
per acre.

The effect on the farmers' ability to pay their debts
is obvious. The P&I payment would stay the same at $106.80,
while the debt servicing requirement would be close to 60
percent. That would leave the farmer with $73.20 per acre
for seed, fertilizer, pesticides, soil preparation, planting,
harvestng, drying and hauling the corn to market or storing
it--the cost could approach twice this amount.
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In the above example, a farmer just entering farming or
expanding his operation could not cover his cost if his
debt-to-purchase ratio were 76 percent.-the average ratio
in recent years. Farmers with substantially lower debt-to-
asset ratios would be better able to cover the costs or losses.
They would be able to refinance or extend their loans, or
they could spread their debt by using their existing land
resources to help service the new land purchase debt.

Farm operational loans become harder to get
for the most distressed farmers

Not only are farmers having a difficult time securing
and paying back loans for purchase of land, but they are
experiencing even greater problems with operational loans.
According to a March 1978 survey by USDA's new Economic,
Statistics and Cooperati-,e Service, most U.S. farmers are
able to get credit, but marginal operators will continue
to have problems getting credit and repaying outstanding
loans. A small but significant number of short-term borrowers
in 12 States hit hard by reduced income and cash flow problem
will not be able to get operational funds fom commercial
sources.

The bankers in these 12 States reported that they had
a non-real-estate loan portfolio totaling 714,000 clients of
which 22,000 would not qualify for similar loans in 1978--
up from approximately 9,000 in a normal year.

The Production Credit Association reported a comparable
situation, indicating that about twice the normal number of
farmers have borrowed up to their maximum limit and therefore
are ineligible for further loans. This represented about
4 percent of their loan clientele.

In addition private bank borrowers have been using
accumulated equity to refinance shorter-termed production
loans. As a result, borrowers refinancing short-term
loans into real estate debt rose sharply from a normal yearly
low of 2 percent to about 7 percent, or 50,000 farmers.
This figure was even higher for PCA borrowers, which rose
from an average of 3 percent to approximately 9 percent.

Once again average figures do not accurately reflect
the severity of the situation in some States. The percent
of commercial bank farm borrowers who refinanced short-term
debt into real estate-secured loans was 25 percent in Georgia,
19 percent in South Dakota, and 13 percent in Colorado.
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Off-farm income has helped
ease financial burdens

Farmers have coped with limited farm income and sky-
rocketing financial requirements by receiving income from
other sources. More than two out of three farmers receive
over half their income from nonfarm sources.

The ercentage of off-farm income received by an average
farmer has risen steadily over the years. In the mid 50s off-
farm income represented only half of what farmers could make
on their farm. By the mid 60s, off-farm income equaled
farm income. In 1970, the percentage rose to 55 percent and
1976 statistics indicated off-farm income provided farmers
with nearly 60 percent of their total income, including
Government payments.

Farmers at both small and large ends of the scale earn
the most off-farm income. An average farmer with sales less
than $2,500 earned over $15,500 in off-farm income in 1976,
giving a relatively hitch total income of over $17,500. The
next highest off-farm income was earned by farmers in the
$100,000- and-over class, with an average of over $13,000
in 1976. Farmers with sales between $20,000 and $99,999
brought in the lowest outside earnings, averaging between
about $5,500 and $7,000. Average farmers in every sales
class under $20,000 earned more from their off-farm jobs
and investments than frcn farm sources.

Statistics from the Labor Department sho- the impact
farmers are having on the general labor force, as they in-
creasinaly seek second incomes. As shown in table 13,
over one-fifth of those persons holding two or more jobs in
1976 held at least one job in agriculture. This percentage
has remaine< relatively stable over the past 15 years,
despite t fact that the number of farms has decreased by
almost one half.

Nearly 7 percent of those classified as farmers or farm
managers held to or more jobs. Almost 3 percent of all
workers who held more than one job were primarily farmers.
Over 17 percent were farmers secondarily. Five percent of
farm laborers and supervisors were multiple job holders--
1.6 percent holding agriculture jobs as their primary occupa-
tion and over 2 percent secondarily in agriculture. Two per-
cent of workers with primary jobs in agriculture also held
secondary jobs which were farm-related.
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Implications

As structural changes led to larger farms, making them
the dominant force, capital requirements made it increasingly
dificult for farm operators to finance their entire farms.
It is harder for new operators to begin farming, even if they
rent the land and require only non-real estate investments.

Owner-operators expanding their farms must turn to cut-
side capital through farm tenancy or increased debt. To
remain financially solvent, many farmers must rely on off-
farm income. In fact, some lending institutions are unoffi-
cially requiring off-farm income as loan securi:y.

Because of the complexity and size of financing farm
opera ions, increased financial expertise is becoming neces-
sary. Many farmers must use outside experts which adds even
more to their costs.

Issues:

-- [lave the price of land and nonland resources made it
noneconomical to use the land for farming? Should the
Government take action to relieve these pressures?

--With soaring capital requirements, what are the risks
involved in maintaining an agricultural lending
network which does not reach all of the farmers who
need financial assistance?

-- Is off-farm ircome becoming an economic necessity for
farmers? How should this effect future decisions on
farm programs?
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CHAPTER VI

LARGE FAPMS HAVE BECOME THE

DOMINANT FORCE IN AGRICULTURE

As production costs rose and farm commodity prices
stabilized or dropped, farmers had to expand their land bases
to maintain their relative economic status.

Finding economic pressures too great, many farmers left
the land. Others nearing retirement age, also sold their
faL-ms. Mandated by the changing times, technological
advances allowed neighboring farmers to consolidate the addi-
tional land i o more economical units.

A few aggressive, successful farmers have managed to
dominate agricultural sales, with the top 2 percent of the
farms in 1974 accounting for nearly 37 percent of all sales.
These few significant farms have annual sales of $200,000
per year and above. Although there are still many tradi-
tional family farms, they are having a decreasing influence
on agriculture as a whole.

The fight for economic survival has left fewer farms
which are larger in size

With the cost/price squeeze forcing farmers to expand
their productive units, the average farm acreage has escalated.
Aggressive farmers have bought out their neignbors, resulting
in a sharp decline in te total number of farms. In the last
25 years, the number of farms was cut almost in half. Since
1960 alone, a 30 percent drop has been recorded.

Agriculture Department statistics show a steady decline
in the number of farrls since the mid 1930s. The farm count
reached a high in 1935 with 6.8 million farms. By 1950, this
figure had dropped to 5.7 million, and 10 years later it was
down to nearly 4 million. Recent 1974 Census statistics
released in December 1977, show the number of farms to be
2.34 million.

This figure is almost a half million less than the Depart-
ment of Agriculture had been projecting for 1977. Past trends
had projected that by 1980 the farm population would be under
2 million. However, given the fact that statistics indicate
that farms had been going out of business at the rate of 2,000
per week since 1950, it is very likely that as of 1978 the
United States is already well under the 2 million farm mark.
The most recent indicators show the trend is continuing, but
at a slower rate.
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As the number of farms declined, farmers who remainedhave increased their farm size. In 1940, the average farmsize was well under 200 acres; by 1950, this had grown to 216.In 1960, farms averaged 303 acres; 970, 389 acres; and by1974, it was 440 acres (534 acres if considering only com-mercial farms). Chart 9 shows the dramatic change in thenumber of farms and the average change in farm size.

Chart 9

CHANGE IN TOTAL FARM NUMBER & AVERAGE FARM SIZE BY CENSUS YEARS &
PROJECTIONS TO 1980
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Large farms require more hired labor

Use of hired workers on farms has become more signifi-cant. Although family workers still are the mainstay ofagriculture, many farms are now requiring more outsidelaborers. in 1959, total commercial farms expenditures forhired workers were $2.5 billion. In 1969, this figureincreased to $3.3 billion, and by 1974, it had reached $4.5billion. Faniis reporting hired labor expenditures have in-creased slightly from 48 percent of all farms in 1959 to
50 percent in 1974.
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Farms hiring outside labor are important to agricultural
production. In 1974, they accounted for about 70 percent of
the annual value of field crops, over 85 percent of fruits
and vegetables, and about 60 percent of the annual value of
livestock and livestock products. Mo°r field crop farms
hired less than 1.5 man-years of labor (often cnsidered
the cut-off point for a "family" farm), while mcst truit and
vegetable farms hired more than 1.5 man-years.

The significance of full-time workers has risen in impor-
tance recently. Workers employed for 6 months or more numbered
about 650,000 in 1974. This figure is the same as for 1964
but it reflects an increase of 150,000 from 1971, when a
general dclire was in force.

Short-time seasonal workers, those employed less than
3 months, cnstitute about two-thirds of the work force,
a percentage which has been constant the last 10 years. The
total number of persons hired for farm work has fluctuated
between 2.5 and 2.7 million since 1970 reaching an estimated
2.8 million in 1976. They fill about 1.1 million full-time
job equivalents. ThLee out of five workers were 14-24
years old; tree out of four were male. Most were white--
75 percen., 11 percent Hispanic and 14 percent other mi-
norities.

Foom 1968 to 1973, the man-days of work done by hired
workers increased some 9.4 percent. Most of this increase
was in work done by long-term employees, with those working
ljO days or more increasing their contribution to total
farm work from 66 to 70 percent of the total. Meanwhile, the
percentage of work done by short-term workers decreased.

ToE 20Eercent of farms control
80 percent of sales

As dramatic as the farm size stdtistics are, the con-
centration of agricultural sales is even more startling.
The smallest 50 percent of the farms have l-ss than 5 per-
cent of the sales, while at the other end of the size
spectrum the situation is almost reversed, the largest 5
percent grabbing nearly 50 percent of the market.

The concentration of sales at the largest end of the
farm size scale is illustrated. Chart 10 shows the cumula-
tive percentage relationship between gross agricultural sales
and farm size for Census years 1954 through 1974. The 45
degree line represents complete equality. Ten pecent of the
farms have 10 percent of the sales, etc. The complete
inequality line would be a vertical line at the far right
of the table.
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Chart 10

DISTRIBUTION OF FARM INCOME & SALES
1954, 1959, 1964, 1969, 1974
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The horizontal axis on the graph indicates farm size andthe vertical axis represents percent of gross agriculturalsales. The point on the curve above the 90 percent mark onthe size axis, on the far right, indicates the portion ofsales accounted for by the largest 10 percent of the farms.Following that point on the curve across to the vertical line,the largest 10 percent of all farms in 1974 had nearly 60percent of gross sales. The converse, of course, is thatthe smallest 90 percent of all farms took in only 40 percentof gross sales.

The movement of the curve generally downward and to theright indicates a more progressive skewed sales distribution.Over the 20-year period from 1954 through 1974, the bottom80 percent of the farmers lost nearly half of their marketingpresence.

The graph clearly shows that fewer farms are capturingmore of the market. The largest 20 percent now have 80 per-cent of the sales, while back in the 1950s they had only 40percent of the sales.

The graph also indicates, however, that the control ofa high percentage of sales by a few large farms is not arecent development. Between 1954 and 1964, the largest 4percent of the farms were responsible for 35 percent ofall sales. The distribution was similar in 1974, when 2.1percent of the farms controlled approximately the same pro-portion of the market, 37 percent.

The tremendous growth in farm products values haschanged, however, as indicated by table 14 below. Thus,the top 4 percent of the farms in 1954, capturing approxi-mately one third of the sales, could be classified in therange of sales of $25,000 or more. In 1974, the top 2 percentof the farms, also having nearly one third of the market,were in the range of $200,000 or more in annual sales.

Table 14

Volume of Products Sold by Largest Farms

Census Percent of Percent of Value of farmyear largest farms sales captured products sold
1954 4.0 32.0 $ 25,000 or more1959 4.2 32.8 40,000 or more1964 4.0 38.0 40,000 or more1969 2.0 34.0 100,000 or more1974 2.1 37.0 200,000 or more
Source: Agricultural Census data
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In effect, the distribution of sales has become much

more skewed in recent years, making the spread between the
largest and smallest farmer considerably greater. The lar-
gest farms in 1974 had to sell products valued at 800 percent
more than their 1954 counterparts. Inflation accounted for
only a part of this rise, because the wholesale price index
for farm commodities over a similar timespan increased less
than 100 percent. The only reason the top 2 percent of the
farmers have not captured an even larger market percentage
during the past 25 years is the stiff competition to expand
among the entire top 20 percent of all farmers.

The growth stylistic trend has definitely been toward
larger, more concentrated farms, with farmers in the sales
range of $40,000 to $99,999--almost doubling since 1969--
and farms in the $100,000-and-above range, growing at nearly
twice that rate.

About 80 percent of today's farmers are in the contracting
sector of Amer'can agriculture--those with sales under $40,000
annually. The total number of these farmers has sharply
declined.

For example, there were about 550,000 farms selling
between $2,500 and $9,999 in 1974--a drop of almost 200,000
fans sce 1969. Farms selling Letween $10,000 and $39,999
also decreased over 100,000 in number. Although many of
these armers probably graduated into higher sales categories,
many obviously left farming, considering the substantial drop
in the total number of farms.

Table 15 summarizes some of the primary structural
characteristics by farm size as defined by sales categories.

The table gives some insight into the makeup of the most
powerful farms. According to the table, the top 6.6 percent
1t all farms, those with sales of $100,000 and over, are

comosed of 0 percent corporations, 18 percent partnerships,
and 7 per-ent individuals. Collectively, they represent
54 percent of total farms sales and 27 percent of all farm-
land. Corporations control 25 percent of the acreage,
while partnerships and individuals control 20 and 54.5 percent,
res.~ectively. (See p. 109 of ch. VIII.)

Because these large farms control such a high percentage
t: total production, more information on hese farmers

is needed. Table 16 shows our Nation's top farms by organi-
daticnal structure, principal type of farming enterprise,

,and total value of production by each sales category.
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According to the table, of the 4,040 farms that sold $1
million and over of agricultural products, 58 percent were
corporations, 18 percent were partnerships, and 23 percent
were sole proprietorships. Two-thirds of this farm acreage
is held by corporations. Individuals and partnerships have
the remaining one-third equally. These high-income farms
accounted for $13.3 billion in agricultural sales--31 percent
of the total market value of all the Nation's farms wiih
sales of $100,J00 or greater. This means that this minute
fraction of the Nation's farms (less than .2 percent) ac-
counted for over 8 percent of the total volume of agricul-
tural sales.

According to the Standard Industrial Classification or
SIC (which provides only a general indicator of farms enter-
prise importance), the largest number of farms selling $1
million or more are nondairy livestock farms. The next
largest number were poultry and egg farms, then field crop
farms.

Land Distribution is not the
primary determinant of sales

It is obvious that the distribution of land is more
equitable than that of sales. In other words, land does not
seem to be the constraining factor of the declining farm
sector (those 80 percent of the farms which have only 20 per-
cent of t sales). These lowe income farms control nearly
half of a frmland resources. The largest 2.1 percent
of the farms have nearly 37 percent of sales, but only 14
percent of the land. The increased capitalization of land
and nonland resources by America's largest farmers is a
primary reason why over one-third of the total sales can
be produced on less than one-seventh of the land. The 9rowth
of factory-type production techniques of confinement feeding
in addition to intensive greenhouse poduction are also
examples of such small acreage farms which generate large
volumes of sales.

Chart II is a Lorenz curve illustrating the distribution
of sales and acres by farm size.
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Chart i1

DISTRIBUTION OF SALES AND ACRES BY FARM SIZE
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Table 17 frther illustrates that olume sales for

large farms are not limited to large acreage.

Table 17

Acreage f Farms with Sales of $1u',000 & Over, 1974

Farms with
sales of 100,000 200,000 300.OPC 500,000 700,000 1,000,000 5,000,000

$100,000 $100,F0O to to tu to to to to 10,000,000
& over & over 199,000 299,999 499 99i 699,9S9 999,999 4,999,999 ,99,999,999 & over

No. of Farms 152,599 101,153 25,091 14,943 4,660 2,711 _3,486 315 240

Farm Size (acres)

I to 9 3,629 2,3C0 669 378 116 56 103 1 1

10 to 49 6,252 3,559 1,077 831 305 198 263 14 5

50 to 69 2:076 1,355 305 178 92 44 95 3 4

iO Lo 99 ,139 2,185 427 250 91 72 97 13 4

100 to 139 3,531 2,472 534 244 96 58 99 19 9

140 to 179 3,823 2,689 563 288 97 51 91 21 14

180 to 219 3,426 2,482 35 275 73 36 60 6 9

220 to 259 3,535 3,001 528 270 69 32 60 8 17
2;0 to 499 L,.362 22,081 3,307 1,585 394 199 220 10 36

500 to 999 44,.88 32,898 6,510 3,034 843 447 384 2' 47

1,030 to 1,999 27,921 15,510 6,317 3,851 1,049 589 557 30 18
2,000 and over 22,767 10,612 4,369 3,759 i,435 929 1,452 '35 76

Source: Unpublished 19/4 Census infoimiat:.
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The quality of the land and developmental capital
available may be equa.ly significant to the amount of land
farmers have. The Federal Government does have a limited
assistance program which helps share the costs on many
land improvement an6 soil conservation projects, such as
tile draining wet lands, stream and bank erosion control,
establishment of permanent ground cover, grassing water
drainage areas, and development of water catchment ponds.
Many of these projects improve land productivity by conserving
soil resources and minimizing erosion and stream pollution.
The Federal moneys are avaiiable through a joint program of
the Agricultural Stabilization and onservation Service (ASCS)
and the Soil Conservation Service (S'S).

Recent efforts, however, have curtailed expenditures
in this program, which was already subject to limited funding.While the agencies had the authority to cob- shar- p to
75 percent of the expense of such projects, an annual limit of
$2,500 per farm has been in effect almost since the program
began in the post-World War II years.

Farmers in many States told our field interviewers that
given the cost today of these types of projects, this limita-
tion is unrealistically low. In fact one farmer in Georqia
said that last year's drought forced him to get a Gove:nment
disaster relief loan for nearly $90,000 at a subsidized rate
of 5 percent interest. He felt that he could have avoided
making the loar, if he had adequate irrigatf.n for is corn
crop. In his opinion, ASCS was not adequately funde to
provide assistance with needed water development projects.

The Georgia farmer also noted that he felt it would
be more advantageous for both the overnment and farmers if
long-term low-interest loans were available for installationof surface water irrigation equipment than if such loans were
only available after disasters.

Smallest commercial farms in
197 reversed downward trend

According to 1°74 Census information, the exodis offarms has not been iLmited to farms in the smallest acreage
categories. In fact the number of all types of fams
except those over 1,000 acres declined. When looking at
only commercial farms (farms with sales of at least $2,500
annually), farms hlaving between 50 and 499 acres declined
7.1 percent between 1969 and 1974. Farms with between 500
and 999 acres decreased 2.1 percent. Tnus even farmers with
substantial creage have been leaving or expanding.
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Types of farms which increased were those with between
1,000 and 1,999 acres and those having 2,000 acres and over,
which increased by 3.2 and 4.4 percent, respectively.

Analysis of the 1974 Census shows an interesting
growth pattern for the smallest farms, those under 50 acres.
Although the total number of these farms dropped by 125,000,
the number of very small commercial farms in 1974 increased
almost 25 percent over the previous Census year. The total
number of commercial farms with 5U acres or less was over a
quarter of a million in 1974.

To get a better indication of what is happening to small
commercial farms, we looked at commercial farms of 100 acres
or less which were sole proprietorships (87 percent of com-
mercial farms of this size). These farms were viewed in
aggregate terms as well as by selected States. Chart 12
confirms that at the national level, smaller-size commercial
farms--those with at least $2,500 in annual sales--have in-
creased.

Chart 12

PERCENT OF SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP BY NUMBER OF ACRES
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We also analyzed farm growth in six States iich
were chosen to represent a cross-section of geographic
regions and cropping systems. Of six States five showed
findings similar to the national trend, with an increase
in the number of individually owned, smaller size (100
acres or less), commercial farms btween 1969 and 1974.
Charts 13-18 show that in the middle category of 100
acres to 299 acres1 three States showed an increase and
one a decrease.

Chart 13

PERCENT OF SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP BY NUMBER OF ACRES-CALIFORNIA
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Charts 14 and 15
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Charts 16-17

PERCENT OF SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP BY NUMBER OF ACRES-MONTANA
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Chart 18

PERCENT OF SOLE PROPRIETORSHIPS BY NUMBER OF ACRES-PENNSYLVANIA
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It is difficult to determine the significance of

these findings in terms of a recognizable trend. Because
the crop year of 1973/74 was agriculture's best, some farmers
who had previously soJd under $2500 per year may have moved

into the higher commercial sales category. Three other
explanations, however, are highly probable.

-- Commercial farms of this size may have increased
because of product specialization and factory-type
production. This category would include dry-lot
dairies, animal feedlots, and confinement feeding
of ulty, which could be grouped in the acreage
limitation category.

-- The recent reported migration trend back to non-
metropolitan areas along with a "back to the land"
movement may have caused the small farm revival.
Even if used for recreation purposes, it may
in fact be providing supplemental income.

-- MAny small farms, especially on the urban fringe,
have proved quite success;ful without extensive
mechanization of their operations. (See p. 34 of
ch. III.) Their intensive cultivation and marketing
practices allow for a hicher return from their
limited land resources.

Should the increase in very small commercial farms be

a real trend and not just a fluke of the high farm income
during the Census year, then the change in agricultural
structure has most likely become birrodal. Large farms
are expanding and displacing small and middle size. Part-
time, hobby, o retirement farmers who do not have to rely
on agriculture as their primary income sources will pro-
bably be stable or increase as will smaller more labor inten-
sive high value crop farms.

Growth in farm size differs regionally

Our interviews with farmers on various sizes of farms
confirmed that economic conditions have generally forced
farmers to expand their production volume. This was done

through expansion of the farm land base or through purchase
of more efficient equipment. More efficient equipment, how-

ever, also forced farmers to gain ore land to -justify the
large capital investment in the machirlery.

Aside from these similarities, patcerrs of farn growth

have iffered regionally due to crop-specific Government
programs, as well as other regional factors:
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-- In the Wheat Belt of the Old West, mechanization
and price support legislation based on acreage
encouraged farmers to expand their farms to enor-
mous proportions. One farmer asserted that a farm
of at least 800 to 1,000 acres is the minimum size
needed just to meet financial needs. Farmers
holding land of this area size told us that many
small farmers were left out of bidding, as non-
farmers bid up the price of land for speculation or
recreation purposes.

-- We were told that the farms in the Corn Belt had
similar size increases, largely because of price
support programs. A Nebraska farmer stated that,
however, irrigated corn farms there were limited
by labor constraints to about 400 to 500 acres.

-- Lucrative peanut allotments pushed the value of
Georgia land up considerably, a peanut farmer said,
resulting in many owners holding their lands for
their rental value. Expansion by aggressive farmers
in this area was therefore, more frequently through
rental, rather than purchases of additional land.
Peanut land in one Georgia county rented for as
much as $200 to $300 per acre, while adjacent corn
land rented for $30 to 60 an acre. In Maryland
and Virginia, general farmland reportedly could be
rented for $15 to $30.

-- Farmers we interviewed said that dairy price-supports
have tended to keep the midwest dairy farmers
small in size. With some mechanization, dairy
farmers could build financially solid operations
because of the extensive Government assistance.

Implications

If the present trend continues, fewer farmers will
provide more of our total food supply. The average farm
size is expected to expand further, and a 25 percent in-
crease is anticipated in the next 10 to 12 years.

Recent trends in agriculture have been changing the
control of resources. With large-scale farming consolidation,
vertical integration, and injection of outside capital have
developed. Farmers have become more specialized, losing some
of their flexibility. They are more dependent on hired labor
to do the necessary work.
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As the size of farms continue to expand, some have begun
to wonder whether the concentration of power in the dimin-
ishing number of fa-rMs is good for the Nation and our national
security.

Smaller farmers have considerable staying power during
adverse times. Dr. Paul Barkley, Agricultural Economist at
Washington State University argues that small farmers have
been exploited by the rest of society because their tradi-
tional roles have always been that of a kind of shock absorber.
Small- to mid-size farmers' variable costs are generally low
because they typically do not pay themselves or their families
minimum wages and their equity is often high. Relative opera-
ting costs are substantially lower than those of the largest
farms. (See p. 87 of ch. VII.) Once crops are in and a bio-
logical process is started, the costs of continuing the process
until harvest are extremely low. This provides an incentive
to maintain output even if te product prices fall to dis-
asterously low levels. Although smaller farmers may be suf-
fering financial crises, therefore, they will continue
production.

Society has thereby come to depend on the smaller and
medium sized farms as an ideal combination of resource
control and ability to bounce back from adversity. Although
a resilient agriculture does not nsure economic stability,
it does maintain reasonable food supply stability, which in
turn, is closely tied to domestic and international economic
policies. Likewise, when comparing the cost of production
and return on investments it is these farms that are the most
efficient. Analysis of available Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) data revealed that when comparing business receipts to
cost of sales and operation, the most efficient farms--
regardless of organizational structure--were the farms between
$10,000 and $49,000 in bsiness receipts.

Issues

-- With farmn numbers dropping 30 percent since 1960, is
control of U.S. agriculture by a relatively small num-
ber of farms in the country's best interest?

--Since the U.S. has relied on the resiliency of
smaller farmers during adverse economic times, can
the country afford a farm structure in which only
the largest farms survive?

-- Because land itself does not seem to be the major
constraint for low-income farmers, while land improve-
ment projects and capital could well be, should the
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Government provide more money for land improvement
programs through ASCS and SCS, enabling smaller
farmers to improve their land and thereby increase
their potential productivity and hopefully their in-
co.,e?

-- What is the significance of the growth in small
commercial farms in terms of analyzing trends in
farm structure? Is it possible that resiliency in
the farm sector is not being lost but merely trans-
ferred to part-time farmers?
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CHAPTER VII

DEVELCPMENT OF FARMER PROFILES INDICATE THAT FARM

INCOMES VARY WIDELY, W.TH FARMERS IN DIFFERENT INCOME

GROUPS HAVING MARKEDLY DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS

Profiles of our interviews show farmers responding
differently to many outside pressures, such as worldwide
economic conditions or Government regulation. Some farmers
sought off-farm employment; some were forced into debt by
expansion; some changed their legal organizational struc-
tures; and some changed their cropping systems. The result
is a farming sector of diverse geographic region, farming
enterprise and size of operation.

While "family" farms dominate farm numbers, structural
characteristics are far from homogeneous

There are many definitions for the "family" farm. One
which has become accepted today is a farm "on which the
greater part of the labor and decision-making is supplied by
the farmer and his family."

ApprDximately 9 percent of U.S. farmers have family
farms, accounting for two-thirds of the Nation's total agri-
cultural output. This presents a comforting picture of fam-
ilies working together on independent farms.

The definition can e d.>ceiving, however. Family farmers
can be found in all sales cateiories and their characteristics
differ radically. We decided that today's farmers could be
more accurately represented i they were categorized by
income levels because farm income is important in determining
farmers' relative well-being. Factors such as effective
out-reach of Government programs, off-farm income, organiza-
tional structure, and farm size appeared t be closely related
tc. 'ncome.

The following farnm profiles are based on 1974 Census of
Agriculture data, published December 1977--the most recent
data available. Farms having under $10,000 in ales in 1974
have been termed "part-time/subsistence" farms; "small" farms
make up the sales category of betweenr $10,000 and $39,999;
"medium" from $40,000 to $99,999; "large" from $100,000 to
$200,000; and "largest" are those above $200,000.

Collectively, the group of farmers below $40,000 in
annual income are termed the "declining sector" of agriculture,
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and farms above $100,000 in annual income are labeled the
"expanding sector."

The divisions, however, are not clearly delineated.
Many small farms, for example, have shown considerable stay-
ing power. (See p. 64 of ch. VI.) In addition the impor-
tance of te smaller farms cannot be underestimated. Nearly
80 percent of all farmers fall into either of the lowest
farm income categories, which control about half of all farm-
land and account for slightly oveL one-fifth of total agri-
cultural sales. That the larger farms account for a substan-
tially higher proportion of farm sales than their numbers
would imply is apparent from the farm prcfiles.

Tables 16-24 summarize some of the most interesting char-
acCeristics of today's farms.

Note: A separate discussion of minority ownership is not
presented because data indicated that the distribution of
minority farm operators was substantially similar to that of
all farm operators.

Table 18

Percent of Total Farm Orators and Percent
of Minority Farm Operators by Farm Size

Part-time/
subsistence Small Medium Large Largest

Percent of total.'
farm operators in
each farm profile 52.2 27.3 14.0 4.5 2.1

Percent of total
minority opera-
tors in each
farm profile 55.02 29.37 9.78 3.46 2.37

SOURCE: 1974 Agriculture Census Data
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General structural highlights from Table 19 include:

--Approximately 80 percent of the farms in the United
States can be considered small or part-time and sub-
sistence farms; they control nearly 50 percent of
the farmland resources but receive less than half
that percentage in total value of farm sales.

-- The top 6.6 percent of the Nation's total farms
control nearly 27 perceat of the land and have
captured nearly 54 percent of the total market
receipts.

--The average market value of products sold by
America's largest farms is over 100 times the
average value of that sold by the Nation's
smallest farms.

--Approximately 7C percent of all hired and contract
labor expenditures were made by farms marketing
$100,000 and above, annually.

-- Farms above $200,000 in sales hire only about 7 per-
cent of outside labor but pay over 55 percent of total
wages.
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Farm enterprise structuLe highligh ts from Table 20 include:

-- While the nation's largest farms represent only 2.1
percent of all the farms, their presence in fruit
and vegetable production is almost 3 times that fig-
ure.

-- Small- and medium-,sized farms represent slightly over
40 percent of all farms. They ac-ount for over 80
percent of all dairy farms and over 60 percent of the
general purpose farms and cash rain farms.
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Organizational structure highlights from Table 21 include:

-- gPgregate statistics indicate that corporations
account for only 1.7 percent of all farms and 10.7
of all acre-. but their prevalence significantly
increases as farm size grows, and they account for
over 20 percent of the nation's largest farms and
35 percent of their acreage. (See p. 109 of ch. VIII.)

-- t`cewise partnerships represent 13.8 percent of the
total acreage and 8.6 percent of the total farms in
aggregate yet are nearly four times more prevalent
in farms in the largest size category than the farns
i-, :.he part/time subsistence category.
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Farm opet.cor highlights from Table 22 include:

---While new operators are entering the farm structure
at all farm profile levels, young operators in the
medium through largest sized range outnumber those
over retirement age by nearly 60 percent. indicating
the wave of the future.

--The numbeL of farmers at 65 or over drops as farm
sales increase.

-- Over 90% of all farm operators working off the farm
more than half their time (150 days or more) are
found in the two smallest farm groups.
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Farm assets highlights from Table 23 I.nclude:

-- Small- and medium-sized farms account for nearjy 55
percent of all farm assets in armland and buildings
as well as nearly 60 percent of the total value on
machinery and equipment.

--The largest farmers dominate the irrigation piccure
in terms of size and number. Over half the farms in
this category use irrigation. While representing
just under 14 percent of all farms with irrigation,
they control over 41 percent of the total irrigated
acreage.
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Farm income : *iilights from Table 24 include:

-- Avecage farm income for the largest farms is nearly
600 times greater than the average farm income of
t'le smallest farms. This difference between thesmallest and the largest increased tremendously over
the past 20 years.

-- Production expenises eat up the highest percent of
total sales for the smallest and largest farmers.

--Production expenses still account for over two-thirds
of total farm sales for the three farm groups with
annual sales between $10,000 and 200,000. This
provides the incentive for the expansion of total
sales.

--Farm-related income appears to he roughly 10 percent
of farm .Income for medium and larger farmers, while
at the smallest level it appears to be almost seventimes that of farm income.

--Off-farm family income is lowest for the medium-sizeJ
farmers, followed by large and then small farmers.
This could indicate that farms marketing between
$40,000 and $200,000 are capable of providing sufzi-cient income for families. It also shows that much
of family labor is required to run the farm.
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Government payment highlights from Table 25 include:

-- In aggregate, only around 10 percent of the Nation's
farmnes receive Government payments, with amounts
rainging from 8.4 prcent for those farmers selling
less than $10,000 in agricultural products to a high
of nearly 13 percent for the Nation's largest farms.
(See p. 119 in ch. IX.)

--The coverage amount of payment by farm class for
those re-eiving payments also increases with size
from a low of $765 or the smallest farms to over
$6,640 for the largest Larms.
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Regional highlights from Table 26 include:

--t:-)re small farms are found in the South, which has
about half.that percentage of farms from the other
income categories.

--Forty-four percent of all farms are located in the
North Central region, where over 45 percent of farms
above $100,000 in annual sales are found.
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Farm profiles show diversity of farm sector

To describe today's farmers, we compiled various farmer

characteristics and developed five farmer profiles, using

farm income level as a base. As Table 27 shows, aggregate
farmer statistics can be misleading because each group has

unique characteristics and must be considered separately.
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Pact-time/subsistence fat..s

Part-time/subsistence farms accounted for over half of
all farms and controlled nearly one quarter of the land, yet
they had sales of less than 5 perce it of the total. Average
farm size was 203 acres.

Twenty-eight percent of all cash grain farms are part-
time/subsistence farms. Nearly half of the livestock farms,
10 percent of all dairy farms, 5 percent of vegetable and
fruit farms, and almost 30 percent of general purpose farms
are also part-tlme/subsistence farms.

By organizational structure, nearly all farmers in his
category (95 percent) reported the sole proprietorship form
of ownership. Another 5 percent were partnerships and only
a fraction of one percent were corporate farms. There was a
similar relationship between acreage, with 1.7, 6.9, and 91.4
percent of all acreage in corporations, partnerships and sole
proprietorships, respectively.

This category contained the most farmers aged 65 and
over--some 147,000--probably because of the large number of
retirement and part-time farms in this c-oup. Nearly 70,000
farmer3 under 35 were in this group, but the average age was
the highest of all classes at 4. Over 40 percent of the
farm operators in thiF category Co.rked off-the-farm 150 days
or more each year.

Twenty-eight percent of all farms hiring direct labor
were in the part/time subsistence category. This sector also
included over a quarter of the farms employing contract labor.
The wages paid these laborers however, represented only 3
percent and 5 percent, respectively, of total wages. Although
these figures imply that many of the laborers were seasonal
and part-time, another explanation is that wages paid by
smaller farmers are less than those paid by lacger farmers.

Part-time/subsistence farms controlled 14 percent of the
total land and building assets and slightly less in equipment
value.

Farmers on part-time/subsistence farms were less in debt
than an average farmer. Only about 30 percent were in debt
at all, having an average indebtedness of nearly $17,900.

Average farm production costs nearly equalled the aver-
age value of farm sales of about $5,300 per farm, leaving
farmers with less than $200 of realized farm income. Farm-
related income after expenses added about $1,300. The major
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components of such income included custom farm work and
agricultural services perf-rmed for other farmers and Govern-
ment farm programs. Average total income for each farm
family was about $12,000, including off-farm income. Because
this is average it can be concluded that many farmers in this
category are at the poverty level. This conclusion confirms
independent esearch on the subject. /

Regional distribution of these farmers shows that the
South and the North Central areas of the United States have
nearly 53 percent and 33 percent of the Nation's total,
respectively.

Small farms

The small farms category--with annual sales between
$10,000 and $ 4 0,000--contains 632,000 farms, about 27 percent
of total farms. They control nearly a quarter of the land,
accounting for nearly 17 percent of the sales. Average farm
size for small farms is 416 acres.

Most dairy arms are small farms--over 50 percent- -and
over 40 percent of all cash grain tfarms and general purpose
farms, 37 percent of all vegetable and fruit farms and
31 percent of all livestock farms.

Like their smaller cohorts, small sized farmers chose
by an overwhelming majority (91 percent; to run their farms
as sole proprietorships, with the corporate ownership account-
ing for a minute number. Although 87.6 percent of all acres
were owned by individual owners, only 2.6 percent of all
acres were in corporations.

This individual owner category contained the second
highest number of farm operators over 65 and the second larg-
est number of operators under 35.

About 20 percent of the small farm operators work off-
the-farm 150 days or more each year.

The s;mall farms category contained the largest number
of farms r.sing hired labor and contract labor, over 30 percent

l/"An Analysis of Socio-Economic Characteristics Resources,
Management Practices and Productivity of Small Farm Oper-
ators in Floyd and Brunswick Counties, Va." by David R.
Orden. Unpublished Master's thesis, Virginia Polytechnic
InstituLe and State University, Blacksburg, Va., 1977.
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in each case. However, this represented only 9 percent and
1J percent of total wages, respectively.

This category contained nearly 27 percent of total land
and building value and nearly 30 percent of machinery and
equipment--twice the machinery owned by the smaller farms.

Only 39 percent of nest farmers were in debt, with the
average size loan of 'hose in debt over $30,200.

Although off-:arm income was lower in this category than
the revious categury by over $2,000, this outside income
still amounted to more than that realized from farm income.
Realized farm income averaged nearly $6,900, with an addi-
tional $2,300 from farm-related income. Average family off-
farm income added another $8,400, raising the total average
income per family to over $17,000.

The North Central region had 57 percent of , . the
small-scale farmers; the South had 30 percent.

Medium farms

The medium farms are characterized as having betwee.i
$40,000 and $99,993 in gross agricultural sales. They repre-
sent 14 percent of the farms, account for over 24 percent
of the land and just slightly more--25 percent--9f the sales.
The average acreage, although highly variable by geographic
region and cropping system, was 761 acres.

This medium farm sector has the second largest number
of dairy farms--roughly 32 percent of the total of farms.
Twenty-two percent of all cash grain farms, 13 percent of
all livestock farms, 15 percent of all vegetable and fruit
farms, and 18 percent of general purpose farms are medium-
sized farms.

Corporate and partnership ownerships are more important,
comprising 1.7 percent and 11 percent respectively, of the
farms in this category. A substantial percentage, 87 per-
cent, were still sole proprietorship or individual ownership
types. Although less than 8 percent were corporations, ovnr
three quarters of the total acreage owned by medium-size
farmers were sole proprietorships.

Unlike the smaller counterparts, the medium-size cate-
gory contained more younger than older farmers. Over 45,000
farmers were under age 35. Those farmers over age 65 num-
bered over 27,600. The higher incidence of younger farmers
helped lower the average age of farmers in this group to age
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49. The number of farm operators working off the farm 15u
days or more dropped to 6.6 percent

Over a quarter of all farms hiring labor wert medium-
size farms. Rcords show that these farms paid 16 percent
of total wages. Contract labor was less frequent, with med-
ium farms accounting for 22 percent of all contract lator.
A higher percentage of wages for contract labor was paLd out,
however, than in the smaller farms (up 4 percent over 3maHl
farms and 10 percent over part-time and subsistence farms).

Nearly 30 percent of all land and building values, and
a similar percentage of machinery and equipment values were
found in the medium farm class. Slightly more than half the
farmers were in debt, with an average indebtedness of over
$54,000.

Farm production cost_ were two-thirds of gross sales,
leaving a realized farm income from production of over
$20,000. Net farm-related income added $2,400. Family
off-farm income was lowest of all five farm profiles, aver-
aging $6,700. Total family income for middle-size farmers
averaged near $30,000.

Almost 60 percent of the middle-scale farms are in the
North Central region, nearly 23 percent in the South, 11
percent in the West, an about 7 percent in the Northeast.

Large farms

Large farms had between $100,000 and $199,999 in agri-
cultural sales per farm. They represented .5 percent cf
the total farms, controlling almost four times that in
sales. Average farm size was nearly 1,300 acces.

The large farm sector represented slightly more than 6
percent of all cash grain farms and vegetable and fruit
farms. Approximately 6 percent of all dairy far-is are con-
sidered large farms, although just over 5 perce _ of tne
general purpose farms are large farms. The large farms cate-
gory also includes 4.5 percent of all livestock farms.

The incidence of corporations was over double that
found in the medium-scale farms, representing 5 percent of
all farms in this category. An additional 17 percent were
organized as partnerships, leaving some 7 percent as sole
proprietorships. Corporations cntrolled 15 percent of all
acreage in the large farm size category while sole proprie-
torships controlled only two thirds of all acreage, a decrease
of nearly 25 percent from part-time or subsistence farms.
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The average ace of farm operators in this category wasthe lowest of any sales class, at 48 years of age. Farm
operators under 35 years of age were nearly double thoseapproaching retirement at 65 and over, numbering 12,200 and7,400, respectively.

Very few large-farm farmers felt the need for off-farmemployment. Only 7 percent reported they worked off theirfarms more than 150 days.

Only 10 percent oL all farms hiring labor are large
farms, but they paid out more than 15 percent of the totalwages. Also, ten percent of farms employing contract laborare large farms, expending 12 percent of wages for that typeof labor.

Large farms had 15 percent of the marker value for allland and buildings. They also controlled 14 percent of totalmachinery and equipment value.

Fifty-seven percent of the fa mers were in debt, ,,.than average debt over $95,800.

Iverage farm sales totaled $136,000. Nearly 70 percentof these sal .s went for direct production epenses in 1974,
leaving a realized farm income of about $41,300, and an addi-tional $3,900 from net farm-related icome. Off-farm family
income averaged $8,050, for a total ererage farm-family in-come of over $53,200.

Largest farmns

Only 2.1 percent of all farms fell into this category,which required sales of $200,000 and above. The average farmsize exceeded 2,900 acres, representing 14 percent of allfarmland, yet capturing nearly 40 percent of all farm sales.

The largest farms contained over six percent of allvegetable and .ruit farms. About two percent of all cashgrain farms, livestock farms, dairy farms, and general pur-pose frms were among the largest farms. Corporations and
partnerships combined ere used in over 40 percent of thesesuper-size farms, each having a somewhat equal share of thattotal. Incidence of sole proprietorship dropped to 58 per-cent. Nearly 60 percent of all acreage in this category wascontrolled by corporations or artnerships.

There were slightly more young farmers than older farm-
ers. The average age was 50 years.
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Only percent of the farm operators worked off the
farms more than 150 days.

Largest farms accounted for 6 percent of all the farms
hiring labor, but the percent of wages paid jumped to 56
percent. It can be concluded that the largest farms hire
many more paid employees, for longer periods and that they
may pay more for the labor. Fifty-seven percent of all con-
tract labor wages are paid by ne largest farms, but this
only goes to approximately 9 percen. of contract iabcr
hired by all farm sizes. It can be concluded that the
nation's largest farms depend much more heavily upon hired
labor for farm work than any other class. Over 8 percent of
the largest farms depend upon hired labor compared with 28
percent of the part-timne/subsistence farms.

The 2 percent of farms in this range control .7 percent
of the land and building value and 13 percent of the machinery
and equipment value.

Nearly 60 percent of these farm operators were in debt.
Average indebtedness was almost $280,000

Average farm sales totaled some $586,000 while prodic-
tion costs took over 81 cents out of every dollar. This
still left farmers over $110,000 in realized farm income.
Added to this amount was slightly over $12,000 in net farm-
related income. Off-farm family income totaled $13,577 and
average total farm family income was almost $136,000.

Regional interviews confirm
Larmers' concern over
high cost of farming

Although national Census statistics provide an interest-
ing profile of farmers, we sought more personal assessments
from farms of va- >ing sizes. Regardless of size or geo-
graphic location, ;-. he farms, farmers had many common con-
cerns.

-- Low returns to farming were a unanimous concern. It
was frequently cited that inflation has forced produc-
tion costs up without a corresponding increase in farm
market prices. Many noted the inability of new farm-
ers to enter farming without family ties, given the
need for large, highly-efficient farms for financial
stability.

--Generation transfers and estate planning concerned
most farmers we interviewed. This tended to be the
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primary reason that many farmers were considering
changing their existing organizational structure to
a corporate ownership. Proper business and estate
planning was seer, as vital to protecting the assets
of farm operation and economically insuring that it
can remain in the family. Farmers felt they needed
more assistance in generation transfers and estate
planning.

--Locational longevity was the concern of all farmers
affected by urban and recreational development, be-
cause land speculation, urban pressures, and increased
property taxes make it increasingly difficult to farm.

With urban and industrial development, many
farmers have become worried about the powers of emi-
nent domain. As an example, a farmer in Berke County,
Pennsylvania, noted that the Pennsylvania Game Commis-
sion has taken 16 farms--totaling 3,000 acres--for
public hunting grounds; an electric utility company
took 20 farms--totaling 3,800 acres--for a nuclear
power generating station; and the Army Corps of Engi-
neers took 36 farms--totaling 6,000 acres--for the
Blue Marsh Flood Control Dam. The New York State
Povr Authority recently took 8.2 acres from a small
farm in Oneida County, New York. The farmer was com-
pensated $4,700.

Urban pressures are not only being felt in the
North East and Far West. We were told by a farmer in
Yellowstone County, Montana, that each year more than
1,600 acres in that county alone are subdivided into
5- and 10-acre county estates, with nearby counties
experiencing similar trends. ne farmer owning a small
farm told us that he was unable to enlarge his farm to
expand his output because of outsiders bidding up the
land. Another farmer told us of a recent Latin in-
vestor representing Middle East interests who bought
22,117 acres of which nearly 2,000 were irrigated at
a cost of $3 million.

--Increasing cost of machinery and equipment was cited
by U.S. farmers who were startled by the cost of farm
implements.

--One California farmer said equipment costs had
more than doubled in the last three or four
years.
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-- One Oregon farmer said that he paid $8,500 for
an eight-year-old tractor in 1967 and believes
that the same year and tractor model today is
selling for over $10,000.

-- One small cotton farmer in California said his
capital investment for equipment is abcut
$275,000, although a large farmer from the same
area estimates the value of his equipment to
be approximately $2 million.

--One part-time farmer with only 46 acres of
cropland said he had about $50,000 invested in
equipment.

--One Virginia cattleman said that ithe replacement
costs for fences are too high to make the
necessary capital improvements.

--Energy usage and availability at nonprohibitive prices
was also a general concern. Although it was generally
acknowledged that today's agriculture was increasingly
dependent n petroleum-based and powered inputs, all
we interviewed were concerned about risino costs of
petroleum and thz possibility that it might exist at
competitive prices in the future. One farmer of a
medium-size Maryland dairy farm stimaites he uss an
average of 200 gallons of diesel fuel and 200 gallons
of gasoline per month. More than twice that much 
used during plarting and harvesting, as well as $150
worth of electricity, and noted that energy costs
have more than doubled in the past few years.

-- Increasing regulations by Federal/State/local eriviron-
mental, health, labor and other inspection officials
was difficult for many farmers. Generally, farmers
today, regardless of farm size, arc directed by Gov-
ernment officials. Formerly, Goveriment officials
simply provided technical assistance. Governmental
assitance programs now are too complicated. The farm-
ers added that the programs also take too long to get
results. We were told the matching funds from te
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
are not sufficient to enable farmers to take advantage
of large soil and water conservation practices today.

-- Decline of rural agricultural support services in
local communities was also cited as a problem. Many
saw larger farmers bypassing local communities, put-
ting rural businesses in jeopardy.
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Implications

Who are today's farmers? They are a diverse lot with
many differnt characteristics yet many similar concerns.Aggregate statistics do not portray them accurately, as re-
flected in Table 27 n page 93.

Any policy directed at the farmer must consider the wilerange of farmers. A policy geared to assist the smaller
farmer--whose diversity has long been the backbone of agri-culture--must be different from one which is aimed at thelarger, mre aggressive farmer--who may be the reason our
food is still r?latively inexpensive.

Most important for policymakers is a better understandingof who will be affected by Government programs.

Along with their reliance on aggregate farm statistics,
past attempts to help farmers have suffered from vague tar-get groups. Recent legislation supports "family farmers,"
(see p. 125 of ch. IX), yet many different types of farmersca b cassified as family farmers. The group actually
obtaining the most relative monetary benefit f om government
assistance programs has been the largest farmer-s because thecommodity programs are based on production.

In our study of the changing farm structure, we found itworthwhile to develop several farm profiles to get a more
precise picture of the make-up of today's farmers. We deter-mined that the following criteria are important in classify-
ing farms by size:

-- Land holdings in acreage, quality and location. Thiscriterion varies by geographic region, farming enter-
prise, land quality and water availability. Land
owned and land rented should be indicated.

-- Income stream or volume of gross agriculture products
sold. This criterion recognizes that farm size (land
holdings) is not the same as income flow. Three-
year averages would be better than one-year averages.

-- Level of management and technology used. Indicators
of management practices used and technology will vary
by cropping systems and geographic regions. Equip-
ment types and quality should be included as Part of
this indicator, as well as the level type and source
of knowledge (formal and informal) the farmer has
achieved.
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-- Organization o' farm's economic activity. This
criterion can be determined by factors such as:

-- Organizational structure used (sole proprie-
torship, partnerships, corporation, syndicates,
etc.).

--Ratio of family labor to hired labor.

-- Level of decisionmaking by farm managers/
operators/owners.

--Market strategy and degree of proauct integration.This criterion attempts to measure the interaction and
interdependence of the farms within their economic
environments.

-- Social welfare indicators, such as quality of housingand relative well-being as compared with neigibors andurban residents.

Issues

-- Because many types of farmers exist today, should
analysis of farming conditions and program planning
be based on specific farm profiles rather than aggre-
gate farmer statistics?

-- Should these farm profiles be based on factors, suchas size---relating to farm labor used, land, and farm
income- geographic region, and cropping system?

-- To become more aware of specific farm-level concernsand better establish farm programs, should the Federal
Government use more case-study approaches based onfarm profiles, with field interviews of various types
of farmers?
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CHAPTER VIII

WHILE OWNERSHIP OF FARMLAND BY FARM MANAGERS HAS BEEN

AN AMERCIAN TRADITION, ITS INCIDENCE HAS DECLINED IN

RECENT YEARS BECAUSE OF ECONOMIC CONDITIONS, AND

CORPORATE-OWNED LANDS HAVE INCREASED IN IMPORTANCE

With the exception of the Depression in the 1930s,
Federal lands in the West, and sharecropping in the South,
a high percentage of U.S. farmland has been owned by the indi-
viduals and families who daily manage and operate farms.
As recently as 1954, farm operators owned nearly 60 percent
of the land in U.S. farms. Inflated farmland and equipment
values combined with strong incentives for nonfarm interest
ownership of the land have led to a ecline in ownership
of farmland by farm managers, however. Today it is likely
that less than half of all farmland is owned by the operators
who farm t. 1/

Changing times brought about changing farm structures,
and sole proprietorship farms have declined in importance.
Many farmers instead have chosen to organize partnerships
or corporations which can deal with more sophisticated and
larger farming operations.

While the corporate influence has been felt in agri-
culture in general, it is nc to the extent that many fear.
A corporation can simply e an organizational tool used by
a typical family farmer or it may represent a large farm
or nonfarm outside interest. Whatever the case, corpora-
tions, especially non-farm family corporations, have had
significant impact on certain commodities and in certain
regional areas and will no doubt grow in numbers because
of certain preferential tax advantages.

l/Census data from 1969 and 1974 show over 63 percent of
farmland is operated by its owner, but a change in the
definition of "farm operator" makes the figures highly
inflated. Since 1969, corporations or employers of hired
managers, even if they live off the farm, could be classi-
fieC as farm operators if they were actively engaged in
supervising the farm. Previously only individuals who
managed the farm on a daily basis fit the classificaticn.
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Individual ownership of farmland
forced into downward trend

Before the turn of the 20th century, the U.S. Gvernment
created programs to sell and distribute land in small units.
The ordinances of 1784, 1785, and 1787, the Pre-exemption Act
of 1841, F. the Homestead Act of 1862, were the most impor-
tant. The.. cts were developed to distribute the tremendous
amount of inexpensive land that existed in the United States
at that time.

Even uil 140, there existed an abundance of inexpen-
sive farmland. The average value of real estate per farm
was less than $5,000.

Throughout the settlement period of America, labor
commanded a high wage for both nonfarm and farm activities
relative to the price of land. With a relatively short time
spent as a hired worker, many individuals could obtain the
money to purchase or finance their farms. Today this is
no longer true as prospective farmers find that the vast
amounts of capital required to start farming is usually well
beyond their means unless they enter farming through existing
family ties.

During this period our forefathers valued ownership of
their own land. The incentives for farmland ownership by
nonfarmers were not significant, because the rate of return
for invested capital was almost always higher and less
uncertain in other business ventures.

From the end of our Nation's settlement peiod to World
War II, the farming structure was beginning to change. The
farmland ownership by farm managers fell to 50 percent of
the farms and the relative status of landowner-managed farms
declined substantially during the 1930s.

Farms managed by individuals who owned none of the land
reached 47 percent by 1935. This shift away from family-
owned-and-operated farms occurred for several reasons.

-- The size of the farm population and demand for land
continued while supply of cheap lar.d declined.

-- The technological revolution in agriculture increased
farming costs, thus lengthening :he te required for
new farmers to accumulate capital to purchase their own
lands.
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-- Many early sttlement period farmers and widows
were beginning to approach retirement age. Many of
these people and their heirs chose to retain their
land and operate i by methods such as hiring
managers, land rental, and employing share tenants.

-- The economic depression of the 1930s resulted in
many new and indebted farmers losing their land by
defaulting on their note -

The high commodity prices of World War II allowed many
farmers to purchase farms, pay off mortgages, and buy addi-
tional land. As a result levels of land ownership by farm
managers again rose. Acres of land operated fully by their
owners increased from 391 million acres in 1935 to 419
million in 1950, while acres farmed by hired managers or
tenants dlined from 397 to 319 million acres.

Land ownership by farm managers declined again from 1954
to 1964. In this eriod acres owned by operators dropped
from 58 to 54 percent. Although comparable data does not
exist for more recent years because of a change in the way
Census data was collected, farm managers would not own a
majority of all farmland presently if the downward trend
between 1954 and 1964 had continued.

Other evidence supports continuation of this downward
trend. As high costs made purchase of additional farmland
difficult, farmers frequently expanded through rental of
farmland. About 3 percent of the Nation's farmland was
rented in 1969--up from 33 percent in 1949. In 1974 the per-
centage was 3.5 percent, but again data collection changes
interfere with analysis. The 1974 figure is a low indication
of total rrited land because it includes only rented land
owned by nonoperator landlords. The figure does not include
land rented by farm operators to other farm operators--a
practice known to have increased.

Farmland rental is especially high in the rich lands of
the Midwest. A 1972 scudy of land rental agreements of
123 operators in Michigan and Illinois showed that the average
operator farmed 435 acres. Seventy-four percent f that
land was rented.l/

1/"The Farmland Rental Market--A Case Analysis of Selected
Corn Belt Areas," by Bruce B. Johnson, Dept. of Agricul-
tural Economics, Michigan State University.
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The 1974 Census indicated that "rented" land--that
owned by nonoperator landlords--amounted to 42 percent of the
land in Kansas, 48 percent in Illinois, over 38 percent in Iowa,
26 percent in Minnesota, over 46 percent in California,
nearly 37 percent in Indiana, and about 39 percent in Texas.
The North Central and West regions both had about 33.5 percent
of land under the 1974 Census definition of rented, with over
31 percent in the South rented. The Northeast trailed sub-
stantially behind with only 17 percent rented.

The recent decline in farm manager ownership has several
explanations.

-- The inflated value of farmland makes urchase by
farmers difficult, especially by new farmers.

-- High property taxes make intact transfer of farmland
to heirs a problem.

-- Farmers can earn greater profits by investing their
capital in machinery, instead of land.

-- Landowners, including retired farmers and widows,
are retaining farmland as a hedge against inflation.

-- Nonfarmers are attracted to farmland ecause of its
high investment value and tax benefits.

A combination of institutional factors tend to give addi-
tional purchasing power to prospective land buyers in higher
income brackets which include the larger sized farmers as
well: (1) use of cash-basis accounting, (2) preferen-
tial taxaition of capital gains, (3) investment credit, (4)
accelerated depreciation allowances, and (5) the ability to
deduct interest on borrowed funds as a business expense.

Ownership structure has changed
to su canlng needs or farmer

Society now associates farming with sole prorzietor-
ship, family operations. Sole proprietorships accounted
for 89.5 percent of all farms in 1974. Yet sole roprietor-
ships in no way insures that farms are operated by bo.o-ae
living on the farms, working the land with other members
of his family.

Similarly many Americans think of a partnership--
representing 8.6 percent of farms in 1974--as a father ar
son or several family members. A partnership, however, can
represent a large farming operation and may even have a corpora-
tion as one of its partners.
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Corporations--accoun,ing in 1974 for only 1.7 percent
of farms--have become the "bad guys" of organizational struc-ture. The term "corporation" conjures up a large multi-in-
terest organization, invading agriculture on a grand scale
and putting small family farmers out of business.

The corporate form of ownership itself, however, is not
a problem. In fact corporate structure offers severalattractions to farms of every size including

-- ease of transferring interests in property by trans-
ferring share of stock for estate planning,

--possibilities for planning m -gement and ownership
succession to make continuation of the business
easier after deaths of the original owners,

-- avoidance of full-owner liability for obligations
of the business through shareholder limited liability,
and

-- opportunities for income tax saving.

Many corporations are actually family-owned and control-led or owned by only a few individuals. A 1967 study by theUSDA conomic Research Service is the most recent indepthanalysis of corporate farming in America. The study indicated
that nearly two-thirds of farming corporations were familycorporations, while an additional 14 percent were controlled
by individuals.

It must be noted, however, that family ownership andcontrol of farming corporations is not synonymous with "family
farms." A family corporation may combine several nuclearfamilies and include nonfarm business activities which may bemore important than farming. Family corporations can includelarge agribusiness conglomerates controlled by wealthy
families.

According to 1969 Census data, over 90 percent of allfarm corporations ere "closely held," having 10 shareholders
or less. Data from the business income tax returns of 1972,however, does not similarly reflect dominance of small cor-porations. Under IRS rules, a corporation may choose tofile as a "small business corporation" if it had no more than10 shareholders who were all individuals (among other stipu-latior.s). The maximum number of shareholders was recentlyincreased. For te entire agricultural sector, including
corporations involved in farming, forestry, and fishing, only
13,700 out of 43,000, or 32 percent, filed as small business
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corporations. Even if all the small corporations filing
were in farming, that is still only half the number of
total farm corporations.

Largest farms often under corporate control

As noted the corporation hs advantages for farmers in
all size categories. Corporations are most prevalent in the
larger sales classes, however, accounting for a higher pro-
portion of farm product sales than their numbers would
indicate. Chart 19 uses 1974 Census data to provide a graphic
illustration of how the incidence of corporations, as well
as partnerships, increases as the sales category increases.

Chart 19 on page 110 shows the distribution of land
(acres) and sales by each sales category, using the Census'
own income breakdown.

A more detailed analysis of the role played by
corporations in our Nation's largest farms is derived from
unpublished 1974 Census data.

Table 28 indicates, for example, that there were 4,040
farms in 1974 with sales of at least $1 million. Of these
farms, some 2,330 were corporations, 700 were partnerships,
and 940 were individuals (sole proprietorships). Viewed
from another perspective, 8 percent of all farm corporations
had sales of $1 million and over, while only .5 percent and .1
percent of all partnerships and individual farms were that
large.
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Chart 19

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION BY SALES CATEGORY FOR CqMMERCIAL FARMS*, 1974
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Cor2orate influence heaviest in
certain coodities an relons

Large corporations also influence farming in ways other
than direct ownership of farmland. By 1970, 17 percent of
the American food supply was controlled by agribusiness
corporations through advance sales contracts with farmers.
The portion of total farm output controlled by corporations
through outright ownership of the land or forward contracts
with producers rose from 19 to 22 percent between 196r and
1970.

The corporate influence is especially evident in certain
commodities. In 1970, 100 percent of sugar beets, 9 percent
of broilers, 88 percent of processed vgetables, and 47 per-
cent of citrus fruits were produced either on land owned by
agribusiness corporations or under corporate contract. One
corporation controls 70 percent of the date industry.

Corporate agriculture has a more significant effort in
certain areas of the country, especially the heavy f; ling
States of California and Florida. A November 1977 report
on Family Farms in California reported that just 5 percent
of California's farms, having annual sales values of $500,000
or more, command a 61 percent share of all agricultural
commodities in the State. Many of these large farms are
controlled by large multi-interest corporations.

According to the Agribusiness Accountability Project,
a public interest organization, corporate farming is encour-
aged in areas with the need for expensive irrigation systems
and the potential for reaping large benefits from the land
once they are installed.

Corporations such as Boeing Airplane Company; Utah-
Idaho Sugar Company (I&U, Inc.); I&U International Corpora-
tion; Amfac, Inc.; Burlington Northern; J.R. Simplot Co.;
PJ. Taggares Company; and the U.S. Tobacco Company have
established large vertically integrated food production,
processing, and manufacturing operations in the Mid-Columbia
Basin of Washington and Oregon.

Legislato:s have sought to
curte Nco gte nTence

The significant role played by a relatively small number
of large corporate-owned forms has led to much debate on
the advantages and disadvantages of corporate agriculture.
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Those who favor corporate farming say that greater
efficiency can be achieved through economies of size and
scale, as well as fiscal savings. Corporate farming helps
keep food prices down, they argue.

Opponents of corporate agriculture believe that cor-
porations reduce competition in agricultural markets and bidup land beyond individual capabilities. In addition those
against corporate farms assert corporations are less concerned
with conservation practices and show a lack of interest in
rural affairs.

Several States, including Minnesota, South Dakota,
Wisconsin, and Missouri, have enacted statutory limits on
the use of corporations since 1973. States such as North
Dakota and Kansas have limitations dating back t) the 1930s
while Oklahoma's regulation of corporate farming dates back
to its statehood. Iowa has recently adopted legislation
limiting the use of trusts as a method of land ownership or
farm operation. Thirteen States in total have some type oflegislation that restricts corporate ownership of real estate
to some degree.

The U.S. Congress has also been interested in corporate
encroachment into agriculture. The Congress has recently
considered the Family Farm Act of 1972 (S. 2828) and the
Family Farm Antitrust Act c:< 1975 (S. 458). The Food and
Agriculture Act of 1977 (P.>. 95-113) stated: "Congress * * *believes that any significant expansion of non-family owned
large-scale corporate farming enterprise will be detrimental
to the national welfare." The law provided for a study
(to be completed by USDA n January 1, 1979) to determine
whether corporations and a few other nonfamily farmers
should be denied Federal pjyments on specified crops,
thus discouraging nonfamily farming.

Foreifninvestments worrying farm interests

Legislators have become concerned in recent years over
another growing group of farmland owners--foreign investors.

Under a new Missouri law, foreigners cannot buy more than
five acres of agricultural land. Iowa is closely monitoring
land purchases by non-Americans. Several other State legis-latures are considering laws which would limit the role foreign
investors could play in farmland purchases.

Although there is much worry voiced over foreign owner-
ship of agricultural lands, there is little hard knowledge
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about how extensive it actually is. 1/ There have been some
reports of large individual purchases. Farmers in zMontana
told us that a ranch in Yellowstone County was bought by
a Panamanian or Venezuelan investor for $3 millio.i. The
purchasers were allegedly representing Middle East interests.
The sale of over 22,000 acres included 1,900 acres of crop-
land. The State of Montana now estimates that well over
100,000 acres have been bought by wealthy foreign investors.

However, there are no accurate all-inclusive statistics
nationwide. Part of the problem in identifying foreign
buyers is that they often buy through intermediaries with no
records available on the actual landowners. Also, public
land records usually do not show owners' citizenship.

The most recent national data on direct foreign owner-
ship of U.S. land stems from a 1975 Department of Commerce
survey. All 6,000 foreign firms and individuals with direct
investments were surveyed and only those owning 200 acres
or more tabulated. The total acreage in foreign ownership
was 4.9 million acres. This estimate is probably low
because of indirect involvement, and gaps caused by ignoring
land ownership under 200 acres. Even if this figure were
doubled to account for those not being tabulated, it would
amount to less than 1 percent of the 1.3 billion acres of
privately owned land.

Although foreign purchases are increasing, only about
3 percent of all farmland changed hands in 1977. What is
not known is the rate of increase in foreign investments,
or what portion of that annual 3 percent i being purchased
by foreigners. A small number of foreign transactions
often involve purchases of large tracts of land. Foreign
holdings, while minimal on a national scale, may therefore
have substantial impact on local areas. Some international
investment companies have reportedly been buying smaller
parcels f land to put together attractive packages for
overseas investors.

Critics of foreign investors have complaints similar
to those who criticize large corporate agriculture. They
charge non-Americans bid up the price of farmland beyond
their normal value and that foreigners care little about
conserving the natural resources or building up the sur-
rounding community. There is also question about whether

1/See GAO report, "Foreign Ownership of U.S. Farmland--
Much Concern, Little Data," CED-78-132, June 12, 1978.
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foreigners will be committpj to U.S. agricultural production
if there are food crises in their own countries.

A correlary concern which has not received much atten-
tion and which may be highly significant on the local level
is what percent of certain commodity sales are coming from
foreign owned faz;es. We have shown in this report that land
does not necessarily equate to market presence. (See p. 61
of ch. VI.)

If market influence is a true concern, then pernaps
better information needs to be gathered as to who deals
either directly or indirectly in the U.S. open market as
well as through the future commodity exchange markets.

Hcwever, some support foreign investors for bringing
capital into what they called a sagging U.S. agricultural
economy.

Imlicaticns

There is much that is not known about who owns, controls,
and operates America's farmland. The Congress, various inter-
est groups, and Federal and State Governments have been
focusing on the potential p.oblems of increased foreign owner-
ship. While important, other complex questions deserve more
attention, such as:

-- How many daily farm operators own and manage the land
they till? What is the trend?

-- Is a "landed aristocracy" being created which effec-
tively bars prospective entrants?

-- What is the make-up of the partnerships and corpora-
tions which own farmland? How many are owned by
families which do not acti-ely engage in the operation
of farming?

Ownership studies begun by the Department of Agriculture
may clear up a few of the questions. However, many of the
significant issues about ownership and control of farmland
will not be touched.

There are many reasons why it is important to know who
owns the land. Government price subsidies, aimed at "farmers,"
tend to become capitalized into land values and actually
benefit the land owners, who may not be te operators. (See
p. 122 of ch. VI.)
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In addition, the degree of commitment of the landowner
to U.S. farming will influence whether the land remains in
agricultural use even during adverse timeF or whether it will
be sold to developers. Another factor is that landowners
who live cutside the farm area take much-needed capital out
of the community and take less of an interest in the rural
surroundings of farms.

Those gathering information on ownership of farmland
must be careful to avoid the myths about ownership structure.
The sole proprietorship may not be the most advantageous
organization for the family farmer, given the complex nature
of today's farming requirements.

Similarly, it is misleading to group together all cor-
porations and talk of corporate influence taking over agri-
culture. Family farmers incorporating for management pur-
poses must be separated from the multi-interest corporation
with farmland holdings as well as corporate or individual
owners who do not actually farm the land.

Issues

-- Does the Federal Government know enough about who owns
or controls farmland today to direct agricultural
policy?

-- Should the Federal Government attempt to influence
the structure of agriculture by becoming more involved
in assisting new family farm purchases?

-- Does the Federal Government have a role to play in
regulating the ownership of our farm resources, parti-
cularly foreign investment? What might be consequences
of such action taken to U.S. land investments overseas?

-- Since the corporate form of ownership has distinct
advantages for todays farmers, should family farmers
be encouraged to incorporate?

-- Given the dominance of large corporations in certain
regions and commodities and within the highest farm
income brackets, should limits be placed on the multi-
conglomerate corporate role in agriculture to maintain
a competitive market?

-- If limitations on corporations are desirable, should
they be directed at only non-family corporations? At
corporations with interests which are principally non-
agricultural? At all large-scale corporations? At
nonfarm family corporations?
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CHAPTER IX

GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS HAVT ITiAD MIXED RESULTS

Since early in this century, the Federal Government hasattempted to help farmers deal with fluctuations in costsand demand through direct payments and loans. However,since the programs have been tied to specific commodities
and to volume and acreage, they have tended to benefitlarger crop-specific and regional-specific farms. Suchprograms coupled with changes in technology and economicconditions have encouraged increases in farm size. Thishas resulted in many small volume farms going out of
business. Price support and crop allotment programs havebeen capitalized into increased land values, often raisingthe purchase price of the land as well as land rental,thus making it more difficult for new farm operators orland renters to get started or expand their operations.
The 1977 price support legislation continues this trendas does the allotment system for tobacco, peanuts, extra
long staple cotLnn and rice. However, farm production hasincreased and has become a significant part of the Nation'sexports.

Depression Era Gave Birth to Price Supports

Today's government programs of price supports to farmershad their roots early in the Depression era when the FederalGovernment realized it had to take an active role in remedyingthe problem of low commodity prices.

In 1929 Congress passed the Agricultural Marketing Act,establishing the Federal Farm Board. The Board was authorizedto make loans to cooperative marketing associations. Theassociations, in turn, could make advances available to theirmembers and make loans to stabilization corporations sothey could purchase surplus products.

The Board never achieved its goal of raising farm
prices however, and a new approach was taken in the Agri-cultural Adjustment Act of 1933. Among other actions, theact authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to reduce
planted acreage or production through voluntary agreementswith farmers, and to develop marketing agreements with proces-sors to control prices paid to producers. The productioncontrol provisions of the act came to a stop in 1936,however, when the Supreme Court ruled them invalid.

Congress also passed in 1933 an act creating the Com-
modity Credit Corporation. It made available nonrecourseloans for cotton and corn. Since that time, the CCC has beenused to carry out many federal programs.
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Congress responded to the Supreme Court action of 1936by passing farm legislation which became the backbone ofprice suport legislation into the 19 7 0s--the AgriculturalAdjustment Act of 1938. The legislation included programs
of loans, acreage allotments, and marketing quotas for "basic"crops. Certain major crop producers received payments tobring them up to "parity" prices--the relationship betweenfarm prices and costs which prevailed from 1910 to 1914.

Price supports were continued through various legisla-tion, including the Agricultural Act of 1948 which provided90 percent price-support levels for several commoditiesthrough the end of 1949 and a sliding scale of price supportsthereafter.

The Agricultural Act of 1954 dealt with the problem oflarge agricultural surpluses. Even though acreage was
'mited, improved technology led to overproduction. The actp: ovided for "set asides" of 400 to 500 million bushels ofwheat and three to four million bales of cotton which wereto be excluded in the computation of price-support levels.

They were still to be included, however, .hen acreage allot-ments and marketing quotas were determined. The act alsopermitted more flexibility in setting price supports.

Further modifications were made in the programs throughlegislation of the next two decades. The 19 60s saw incomepayments to farmers increasingly substituted for price sup-ports. Legislators became concerned, however, over thegrowing size of the payments. The 1970 Agriculture Actincluded a $50,000 limitation on individual payments forwheat, feed grain, or cotton.

1973 Act encouraged production

The Agricultural and Consumer Protection Act passedin 1973 reflected the growing foreign demand for U.S.agricultural commodities and therefore encouraged maximumproduction. In an attempt to protect farms from pricegyrations the concept of target prices was introduced.Deficiency payments were made to farmers with allotmentsif the national average price of the specified crop fellbelow the target price established by law.

The law also provided for loans to producers at levels
below market prices. Deficiency payments could not exceedthe difference between the target price and the price-support loan rate.
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Payments were to be based on the farm's established
yield and allotted acreage (or acreage planted in the case
of cotton). Established yield related to the farm's
acreage yield per harvested acre during the three preceeding
years and allotments were based on planting limitations
which had evolved through historical plantings. Both defi-
ciency and disaster payments for the most part came under
a $20,000 limitation except for rice payments which were
set at $55,000 under the 1975 rice act.

Benefits Concentrated Among Larger Farms

The Government programs were keyed to production; there-
fore the bulk of the benefits have accrued to those respon-
sible for most of the production. This means that the small
number of large farms which produce most of the commodities
in this country (see p. 88 of ch. VII on Farm Size) receive
the greatest proportion of Government assistance.

Statistics from the 1974 Census confirm that a slightly
higher percentage of farmers in the larger sales classes
(those selling $100,000 and above in gross agriculture prod-
ucts) receive direct Government payments and in fact the
percentage of farmers receiving payments within each sales
class rises as volume increases as shown in table 29. (See
table 25 on page 89 for additional information.)
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Table 29 also indicates that per farm, the highest
average payments went to farmers in the largest sales classes.
The average payment in 1974 to a farmer with sales over
$200,000 was $6,600 with some farmers in that category, of
course, receiving significantly more. Small farmers in the
range of $10,000 to $39,999 in annual sales received an average
of $1,220 and those below $10,000 took in only $765 on the
average. However, the GvernmEnt payments to the smaller
farmers amounted to a slightly greater percentage of their
total income, i.e. 6.26 percent for the smallest farmers
compared to 4.89 percent for the largest farmers.

The percentage distribution of payments among the
various sales classes has become increasingly skewed towards
the larger farms. In 1960, farms with above $100,000
in annual sales received only about 4.5 percent of the total
government payments. That percentage had more than tripled
by 1969. Government payments made to farms with sales under
$40,000 dropped from nearly 85 percent to 68.5 percent during
the same time. The 1977 Publication of Farm Income Statistics
for 1976 payments stated that the small number of farms above
$100,000 in sales received about 36.5 percent of the total
payments and farms below $20,000 received about 23.5 percent.

According to Charles L. Schultze, Government price support
progams raise net income proportionately more for large
farmers than for small ones because they do not account for
the higher expenses which a larger farmer would have incurred
to bring in the additional cash receipts.

He explains that on "small" farms net income is a high
percentage of cash receipts, primarily because of the import-
ance of the farmer's own labor which is not factored in.
On the "largest" farms, however, expenses for hired labor
steadily climb, mating the net income a smaller percentage
of cash receipts, even though the farmer des obtain economies
of scale in purchasing other input requirements and in mar-
keting.

Since price supports raise prices and cash receipts above
the free market levels by about the same percentage for
large and small farms, Schultze concludes that this is, there-
fore, a bigger benefit to the large farmer who normally
receive; a smaller percentage of cash receipts as net income.

Since expansion costs and constraints facing the large
farmer are less than for the smaller, there is therefore a
greater incentive for the larger farmer to expand production
up to the point where he can receive maximum paymeit benefits.
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Government Benefits Tend to Accrue to Land Owners

Price support and crop allotment programs also providebenefits in another way. They become capitalized into higherland prices, as well as land rental, giving a distinctadvantage to the farmland owner who had the land before thesubsidies went into effect. The benefits are captured inthe form of capital gains when the original owner sellsand become less of a benefit to the farmer as the landchanges hands. The capitalization makes it even harderfor a ne-, farmer today co urchase land or expand his farmbecause he pays the high lind price.

The benefits which have become capitalized are vestedin the land h,lder, rather than the farm operator. Sinceit is probable that less than half of farmland today isowned by the person who farms it (see p. 105 of ch. VIII).many of the benefits may be lost to the farm sectorentirely because they are going to non-farm landlords.

An example of the impact of Government programs onland ownership can be seen in peanut farms in Georgia.According to our farm interviews, many wners have retainedtheir farmland in Georgia because of lucrative peanut allot-ments. Farmers who wish to expand must do so generallyby rental, rather than purchase of the lnd. The land owners,not the operators, receive the benefits.

Attempts to Limit Production
Create New Problems

The set-aside program has contributed to the problemswhich are besetting smaller farmers. Farmers who are con-strained by limited land acres are pt in a relative dis-advantage under those who can more readily afford to setaside 10 to 20 percent of their farmland. This is especiallytrue of a farmer whose limited land resources are of primequality. While our analysis earlier indicates that, on theaverage, ind area is not the primary constraining factoron production or the smallest farmers, individually ithas significant implications for the farmer who needs theincome from every acre at his disposal.

The allotment system brought with it its own set of prob-lems. Since it was based on historical planting, it encour-aged farmers to plant the same crop acreage to gain thegreatest benefits. The 1973 legislation did permit someflexibility, however, in that it permitted specified sub-stitute crops without a loss of benefits accruing to crop
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allotments. But, in more cases than not, crop allotments did
not match up with what was currently being produced on the
farm. Some producers received allotment payments for speci-
fic programs in which they were no longer engaged, and in
other cases a neighbor producing the same crop received no
payments because his farm did not have an allotment.

Recent inequities in the allotment system which resulted
from the 1973 "deficiency payment" concept were highlighted
in a previous GAO report. 1/ Under the rice program, farmers
could plant crops other than rice on their rice allotments
and still receive ice deficiency payments based on their
total allotted acreage. Thus farmers received payments on
rice they did not plant and market.

According to the report., an estimated $5 million of
rice a'-iency ~,m~.ts in 1977 went to farmers who had
allotments but who did not plant rice on all or part of
their allotted acreage. In fact, one farmer told us that,
although he planted no rice he received a payment of almost
$14,000. The farmer himself called this payment ridiculous.

Another significant change in the 1973 act was its
attempt to move agricultural crop support levels away from
the "parity concert" by establishing a national cost of pro-
duction indicator. This provision was carried foreward in
the new legislation. As indicated on Table 24 page 87, costs
of production varied significantly by farm size classification
in 1974. Cost of production was the highest for farms selling
under $10,000 in gross agricultural products reporting an
average of 96 cents in expenses out of every $1.00 of sales.
On farms with between $10,000 and $199,999 in annual sales,
production costs ate up two-thirds of the gross with produc-
tion costs on America's largest farms accounting for 80
cents out of every dollar. Besides these size variations
there are also geographic differences in the cost of produc--
tion of the same prodlcts, These differences point out the
need for further analysis of the net effects of using a
national average cost of production techniques in future
legislation so it can be assessed as to who and hat regions
benefit the most from this type of program determinant.

1977 Farm Act Again Emphasizes Crop Limitations

As legislation passed in 1973 reflects the boom years
of agriculture in the early 1970s, the Food and Agriculture

l/"Federal Deficiency Payments Should Not be Made for
Crops Not Grown," GAO Report, CED-77-77, May 24, 1977.
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Act of 1977 deals with the tremendous increases in productioncosts that followed 1973. The new law features generallyhigher price supports and more generous loan programs, Tar-get prices will be computed based n changes in the nationalaverage cost of production, instead of average prices paidby farmers for inputs and crop yields as called for in the1973 legislation.

The payment limitations for 1978 total wheat, feed grains,and cotton payments are double the 1974-77 crops limitationof $20,000, and will rise each year thereafter until 1980when the limit for wheat, feed grains, upland cotton, andrice will be $50,000. 1/

According to J.B. Penn and William T. Boehm 2/ theestablishment of a $20,000 program payment limitation in the1973 act supposedly reflected the public's distaste in prioryears for larie federal payments being made to big producers.They then concluded that had this still been a prime concernof Congress the new legislation would have only allowed foran increase equal to inflation which would have raised thelimit to only $27,000.

Under the new legislation, defici cy payments for the
wheat and feed grain programs will be determined by thedifference between the target price and the national weightedaverage market price during the first five months of thatcrop's marketing year (or the loan rate, if higher). Startingwith crop year 1978, deficiency payments will be paid basedsolely on crops actually planted. The new payments will bemore closely tied to current market conditions and farmers'own decisions, not administrative decisions and historicalpractices.

The national program acreage for wheat and the feedgrains is the number of har ested acres the Secretary of Agri-culture determines will provide the quantity necessary to meetdomestic as well as foreign demands during the marketing year.Adjustments to the program acreage can be made by the Secre-tary in order to adjust for either excessive or low carryoverstocks.

l/"The Distribution of Farm Subsidies," Brookings Institute.,1971.

2/Research Issues Reemphasized by 1977 Food Policy Legisla-tion.
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A program allocation factor is determined by dividing
the national program acreage for the crop by the number of
acres which the Secretary estimates will be harvested for
the crop. The allocation factor, however, cannot be lower
than 80 percent or greater than 100 percent.

Each farmer is required to certify his acreage planting
intentions as well as his actual acres planted. Then the
individual farm program acreage is determined by multiplying
the allocation factor by the acreage planted for harvest on
the farm.

Largest Farms Will Continue to be Chief
Beneficiaries of 1977 Act

The Food and Agriculture Act of 1977 states that
"Congress firmly believes that the maintenance of the family
farm system of agriculture is essential to the social well-
being of the Nation and the competitive production of ade-
quate supplies of food and fiber." The legislation adds
that, "Tt is neither the policy nor the intent of Congress
that agricultural and agticulture-related programs be
administered exclusively for family farm operations, but
it is the policy and express intent of Congress that no
such program be administered in a manner that will 'ace
the family farm operation at an unfair economic Disadvantage."

Despite these stated goals, the 1977 act is expected to
improve the relative position of the largest farns, many
of which, while family-owned, hire extensive outside labor
or are often not farmed by the owning family. However, the
new act clears up the inequities of the 1973 allotment system
which permitted deficiency payments without even growing
the crop. It also provides for increased research to deter-
mine who benefits from the farm legislation. But it con-
tinues past policies which resulted in larger farms receiving
the most government assistance.

It is kncwn that the doubling of deficiency payment
upper limits between 1977 and 1978 and its subsequent esca-
lation to $50,000 by 1980 will benefit the largest farmers,
but actual numbers of who will benefit cannot be accurately
determined from data available. However, the USDA has
estimated that nearly half of the one billion dollar increase
in Government payments in 1978 will go to wheat producers.
USDA did at one time provide data on specific program recip-
ients, but it has discontinued this practice. Currently the
Agriculture Department's Economic Research Service (now part
of the new Economics, Statistics, and Cooperatives Service,
ESCS) uses Census data to project what proportion of
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government payments go to farms of varying sizes insteadof using actual figures which could be tabulated by theAgricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.

For example, according to the 1974 Census figures,28,000 farms had over 500 acres of wheat. An analysishas not been made which would provide more detailed infor-mation on how these farms are distributed, however, andaccording to the example cited below wheat farmers having1,270 acres or more could be eligible for the maximum
deficiency payments.

In 1978 two emergency farm legislation changes occurred.
The first increased the target price of wheat to $3.40, the
latter raised the loan rate $.10 to $2.35 per bushel. Withthe maximum deficiency payrent limitation of $40,000, themost acres that a farmer can plant and receive full program
coverage for all of his crop would be about 1,270 acresassuming an average yield of 30 bushels per acre.

$40,000 = 1,270 acres
T.05 x 30

Since the maximum payments were $20,000 under the 1977target price and loa;i rate, maximum payments would havebeen achieved with significantly less acreage. Thus thenet effect of the new legislation is that the large farmeris encouraged to grow even larger so he can reap themaximum benefits.

In addition a farmer can participate in several Govern-ment crop programs simultaneously. In other words, themaximum payment can be earned from more than one crop program.

The set-aside provisions of the new act have similar
advantages for the larger farmer. All farms are treatedalike, with a provision for the equivalent of 20 percent of
the acreige actually planLed for harvest to be set aside.Tf a farmer who participates in the set-aside program reduceshis 1978 wheat acreage 1-; at least 20 percent, he will be
eligible for target price payments and the loan program forthe entire acreage. A participating farmer who does notreduce his acreage by the full 20 percent will get targetprice protection for at least 80 percent of his acreage andwill lso qualify for the loan program. A feed grain set-aside of 10 percent has also been enacted for 1978.

A farmer who does not participate in the set-as eprogram is not eligible for deficiency payments or loans,nor can he receive disaster payments.
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Target Price Concept Has Inherent Problems

The target price concept also benefits certain farmers
more than others. The problem inherent in the 1973 target
price program is heightened by the 1977 act because of high
target prices now in effect to combat low commodity prices.

Those farmers who participate in tile set-aside program
will receive deficiency payments based upon the difference
between the established target price and the national average
price for that commodity, regardless of what price they
actually receive for their product. Thus, a farmer who
sells his grain for above the national average price, or
even above the target price, still receives a government
payment. The converse is also true. This price variation
could be the result of time of marketing between
product quality, or differing product demands.

For example, assume three participating wheat farmers
sell their grain at different times for the following prices:

-- Farmer Allen sells for $3.55 a bushel.

--Farmer Brown sells for $3.10 per bushel.

-- Farmer Charles sells for $2.80 per bushel.

The target price is set for $3.40 a bushel for 1978 and
assume that the national average price computes to $3.10 per
bushel. Therefore each farmer will receive a 30 cent per
bushel deficiency payment, based upon his program acreage and
his established yield as determined by his local ASCS office.

With all other things being equal, Farmer Allen will
actually receive the equivalent of $3.85 per bushel (45
cents above the target price of $3.40), while Farmer Brown
receives $3.40 and Farmer Charles receives $3.10..

Only a small number of farmers actually
benefit from Government programs

Data taken directly from the 1974 Census points out
that regardless of geographic area, only about 9 percent of
all farms benefited from Government commodity programs.
However, because most programs are crop-specific, and crops
tend to be regionally concentrated, the proportion of national
government payments varies considerably by region, as shown
in Table 30. Farm payments have been concentrated in the
North-Central and South regions, with farms in the Northeast
receiving only three percent of the national payments.
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TABLE 30 - Government Payments
b_ Region - 1974

No. of Percent
Farms of farms Value of Percent of

Total No. receiving receiving Payments National
of Farms Payments Payments ($1,000) Payments

National 2,314,013 215,749 9 281,598 100

Northeast 127,531 12,992 10 8,072 3

North
Central 1,017,367 95,600 9 125,333 45

South 930,099 87,780 9 96,357 34

West 239,016 19,397 8 51,836 8

Source: 1974 Census of Agriculture.

Implications

Americans pay for farm subsidy programs in two ways:
through taxes to pay for budget outlays and through higher
prices in the supermarket. In his Erookings Institute
report Schultze contends that, since farm income has been
historically lower than that of the non-farm sector, "The
transfer of substantial sums from the non-farm to the farm
population would thus seem likely to distribute income more
evenly." However, Schultze concludes that farm subsidies
have the opposite effect--providing the most to those with
the highest farm incomes.

While a more detailed examination of the direct and
indirect effects of Government farm programs is warranted
it appears evident that these programs have influenced
the structure of the American farm sector in the following
ways:

-- Because most of the programs are tied to production
of certain commodities, farmers are encouraged to
expand their farm size and plant certain crops,
resulting in increased farm commodity specialization.

--Because crops tend to be concentrated in certain
regions, the programs provided economic stimulus
to some areas of the country and not to others.
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-- The price support programs encourage the adoption
of new technology and the expansion of the farmers
land base exacerbating the trend towards larger
farms.

-- The set-aside program has also led to farm expan-
sion, since farmers with an ideal equipment-to-land
ratio tend to seek additional land to farm when thei
take some of their land out of production to qualify
for set-aside benefits.

-- Capitalization of benefits into land values raises
the price of farmland, making it harder for new
entrants into farming to purchase land. It also
raises rental value of farmland, encouraging
land owners, many of whom are not farmers, to retain
their property and continue to reap the benefits of
the Government programs.

If the Government wishes to alter the current trend
toward fewer but larger farms, future legislation should
take a different approach.

A recent Congressional Research Service (CRS) study
by Dr. Leo V. Mayer 1/ stated that farm policy could be
improved in ive major ways. Mayar's recommendations are
aimed at aiding the farmer with Income between $2,500 and$40,000 in annual sales. CRS recommended that the Govern-
ment:

-- More stringently limit the size of federal payments
to arm operators to reduce assistance to financially-
sound farmers.

-- Raise tariet prices to permit the middle-size farmer
to receive amounts closer to the maximum.

-- Limit the amount of c-edit a farmer can receive from
the Commodity Credit Corporation and lower the inter-
est rate farmers pay for the minimum amount of credit.

-- Rewrite tax laws to help farmers even out income
between good and bad years. Help smaller farmers
learn how to use current tax benefits.

1/"Agricultural Finance Issues and Policy Alternatives
Raised by the Farm Protest Movement of 1977-78,"
Mar. 10, 1978.
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-- Adjust credit terms of the Farmers Home Administration
to provide the lowest interest rates on loans of the
size most commonly used by medium-size farms and
higher rates on large borrowed amounts.

-- Expand the 1976 marketing program which allows
farmers to sell directly to consumers, thus cutting
out payments to the middle man.

Need for further analysis

The 1977 food and agriculture legislation raises many
questions that need answering before the effectiveness and
social soundness of farm legislation can be evaluated. Penn
and Boehm argue that the long-term cumulative effect of
new farm legislation be studied, rather than independent
assessment of each provision. We agree.

Issues

-- Does the Federal Government need an overall farm
policy, instead of one based on specific commodities,
which will take into account all types and sizes of
farmers?

-- Can farm programs be made more effectia and equitab2.e?

-- Should the social implications of assistance programs
be assessed along with their economic impact?

-- Should low volume producers be required to set land
aside to qualify for Government risk aversion and
disaster relief program?

--Should farm commodity programs be target-group-
specific, that is, based upon farm income range
as well as specific crops?

-- Since the end result of farm programs is to provi'e
income assistance to farmers as well as to reduce supply,
should set-aside programs be revised to permit all
farmers under a determined size to plant their entire
acreage, with only planting above this amount subject
to set-aside requirements? Would a sliding scale
set-aside program be more equitable?
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CHAPTER X

TAX LAWS DESIGNED TO HELP FARMERS

OFTEN MISS THEIR MARK

Federal income tax laws have been formulated with the
goal of helping the family farmer. Similarly, estate tax
laws ere recently revised to make it easier for a farmer to
pass a farm on to his heirs. Yet the laws have provided both
advantages and disadvantages to the farmers they were designed
to help.

On the State and local level, property tax laws have been
passed to lessen the farmer's tax load, as well as to dis-
courage sale of agricultural land for development. These
pieces of legislation vary considerably in their effectiveness
and may conflict with the goals of other Government programs.

Federal income tax laws have attracted
outside lnvesimnnts to farmni_

Farming has often been attractive to nonfarm investors,
and one of the primary reasons is the opecial set of tax rules
which apply to farming. Although the rules were generally
devised to help small family farmers, today they provide an
excellent tax shelter for outside investors, placing pressures
on the farmers they were designed to help. Special tax rules
arise principally from three sources:

--A 1915 administrative decision permitting farmers a
choice of accounting methods to use in reporting
income for tax purposes.

--A 1919 Treasury regulation allowing farmers to write
off capital expenditures incurred in developing
orchards and ranches at the time they occur.

-- 1951 legislation which confirmed that livestock held
for draft, breeding or dairy purposes could be treated
as property held for use in a trade or business and
thus produce long-term capital gains upon sale. A
provision covering livestock held for sporting pur-
poses was added in 1969.

The first two rules permit costs to be deducted before
the income derived from the expenditures is realized. Ti.']s
a tax 1,ss may be generated by the premature deductions, even
though a true economic loss is never experienced. The third
cnevelonment builds on the previous tax incentives and permits
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ordinary income to be converted into long-term capital gains
subject to tax at a lower rate.

To be more specific, the 1915 decision gave farmers the
choice between the accrual method and the cash method of
accounting. Under the cash method inventories can be ignored
for income tax purposes. In other businesses, tax must be
paid on anything produced or purchased but not used up or
sold during the year.

The 1919 Treasury decision also gave certain farmers
permission to deviate from general tax rules. Producers of
orchard, grove, and vine crops, as well as breeding livestock,
were allowed to charge off as current expenses the costs of
developing their capital assets to the productive state, even
though no income was derived during that time. For most
taxpayers such investment spending is generally not deductible
from income as a current expense. The costs are instead
required to be capitalized and recovered through depreciation
over the useful life of the asset.

These rules were modified somewhat by the Tax Reform Act
o! 1969 which required that development costs of citrus and
almond groves be capitalized for four years after planting.
This provision was sought by the producers themselves because
they wanted to protect their industry to the extent possible
by minimizing outside investment for primarily tax purposes.

The treatment of most livestock as a capital asset was
confirmed in 1951. Those raising livestock could reap sub-
stantial tax benefits by treating their livestock as long-term
capital gains at the sale. This benefit is even greater if
cash accounting is used. Expenses of raising the animals are
deductible currently and the entire sales price is taxed as a
tax-preferred capital gain. If accrual accounting is used, the
increasing value of the animals is reflected in inventories.

The 1969 act restricted capital gains treatment of beef
breeding herds in two ways. First, the required holding
period to qualify for capital gains treatment was extended
from one to two years. Second, breeding stock was made sub-
ject to the recapture of previously claimed depreciation upon
sale.

Another provision of the 1969 Tax Reform Act also
attempted to limit the ability to convert ordinary income into
tax-preferred capital gains. An Excess Deduction Account
(EDA) was establ shed to recapture farm losses used to offset
non-farm inc-ome when the farm property is sold. Although all
farm losses could continue to be deducted from nonfarm income,
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for taxpayers with nonfarm income over $50,000 the excess of
farm losses over $25,000 had to be placed in a special EDA.
Gain on subsequent sale of farm assets was treated as ordi-
nary income for tax purposes to the extent of EDA balances.
The remainder could still be handled as a capital gain. The
1976 Tax Reform Act basically repealed the EDA, however, end-
ing any additions to the account after December 31, 1975.

The complex 1976 legislation did take several steps aimed
at curbing use of farming as a tax-sheltered investment. Farm
loss deductions were generally limited to amounts at risk.
Thus deductions cannot be more than the taxpayer has at stake
in the farm, such as cash funds borrowed, and property con-
tributed to the operation. This rule applies to individuals,
certain partnerships and small business corporations.

For farming syndicates (a partnership or other enter-
prise other than a regularly taxed corporation), deductions
cannot be claimed for feed, seed, fertilizer and other farm
supplies until actually used or consumed.

Also, starting in 1977, with two exceptions, the Tax
Reform Act of 1976 required any farm corporation with gross
receipts of mere than $1 million per year to use accrual
accounting and capitalize preproduction period expenses. The
same rule applies to farm partnerships in whicn a corporation
is a general partner. The rule does not affect family
corporations or small business corporations (where members of
one family own, directly or indirectly, at least 50 percent
of the firm), but it does apply to family partnerships.

The 1976 law also included some new tax benefits for
farmers. Farmers can postpone for one tax year income from
livestock sales which are forced by drought, as well as
Federal crop insurance payments.

Income tax laws have also affected the structure of
agriculture in another way. The issue that different forms
of ownership have different tax rates has always been and will
continue to be a major factor in farm business ownership
patterns. (See p. 108. ch. VIII.)

In The Tax Deduction Act of 1975, corporate income tax
rates (for regularly taxed corporations) were reduced to 20
percent of the first $25,000 of corporate taxable income, 22
percent on corporate taxable income from $25,000 to $50,000,
and 48 percent on all corporate taxable income above $50,000.
Those rates were continued in the Tax Reform Act of 1976 and
are included in the 1977 Tax Reduction Act for applicability
through 1978. Thus a one person farming operation netting
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$75,000 can alter sharply the Federal income tax liability

by incorporating and paying a salary of $25,000. The highest

marginal rate would probably not exceed 24 percent, certainly

not more than 30 percent. This assumes: of course, that the

family is willing to leave the $50,000 in the corporation for

expansion.

The result is a substantial motivation to utilize the

corporate form of organization, especially in times of high

incomes. Recent steps taken by the House Ways-Means Committee

during the summer of 1978 would further motivate the move

tovards the corporate form of ownership if it is approved by

Congress. The first $25,000 of taxable income would be tax 

at 17%, down from 20%; rate on the next $25,000 would be 20%,

the third 30% and the fourth 49%.

Income tax rules have both negative

and positive impacts on farmers

There are various explanations for the special tax treat-

ment of farmers. Some experts say they were developed in

recognition of agriculture's important place in the Nation's

economy. Others say that the rules provide farm operators

with a simplified method of accounting with which they are

adequately prepared to deal.

In either case, times have changed substantially since

the rules were first enacted and today many high-bracket tax-

payers are drawn to farming investments to gain from the tax

advantages. The tax rules are most advantageous to tax-

payers with tax losses which are not true economic losses or

someone with substantial nonfarm income against which to off-

set the farm tax losses. This may have contributed to the

highly inflated value of farmland and assets, to the detriment

of new farmers. Large corporations, while benefitting froin

the tax structure in general, are not permitted to use the

cash method of accounting.

It needs to be remembered here, however, that approxi-

mately 60 percent of all farmers earn more than half their

incomes from off-farm sources. Any modification in the pro-

vision permitting non-farm income to be averaged with farm

income (or losses) could seriously alter the present farm

structure to an even greater extent. Evidence seems to indi-

cate that newer farmers need the off-farm income to help

in the cash-flow of the farm during the developmental stage.

Because certain commodities were singled out for pre-

ferred tax status, the impact of nonfarm investors is not

uniform. Such investment was felt strongly in states such
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as Florida with its large citrus industry, because of thetax advantages available to that crop until the 1969 TaxReform Act.

On the other nand bona fide farmers may have also gainedFrom the influx of nonfarm capital. It is possible thatiivestors * .king tax shelters contributed to the adequatesupply of c, ', 1 available in agriculture in recent years.

In a! v:nt, the preferential treatment provided t,agriculture a¥ .mou , in essence, to a subsidy of farming.Unlike other ; sidi, in the form of direct Federal payments,however, it i ot s:j;,ct to the budgetary control ofCongress.

Congress attempted to deal with
estate tax inequities in 1976 lew

While the United States incompassed massive changes sinceWorld War II, the Federal estate tax structure remained vir-tually unchanged from the mid-40s until the Tax :eform Act of1976. At that time, Congress dealt with some of the provi-sions that placed hardships on farmers wishing to pass theirfarms on to their heirs.

Under the old rules when farmers died their estates weretaxed at their "highest and best use." With farmland valuesrising beyond the land's capacity for farming profits, theheirs were frequently in a position of selling off much ofthe land to pay the estate tax.

The Internal Revenue Code did permit heirs to pay the
estate tax over 10 years if a major part of the estate was aclosely held business, such as farming. However, the heirshad to pay interest on the unpaid balance at approximatelythe market rate.

Provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 attempted toease some of these burdens. The amended provisions permittedthe estate, under certain conditions, to value the propertyused for a closely held business at its actual value insteadof its highest and best use, providing this did not reducethe property value by more than $500,000. Thus it is mostvaluable to smaller and mid-range farms. If this provisionis used and the property [asses out of the family or isused for an alternative purpose within 15 years, the taxadvantages of the lower valuation would be payable to theFederal Government.
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Regulations governing deferred payment of tax were also
improved. If more than 65 percent of a decedent's adjusted
gross estate consists of an interest in a farm or other
closely held business, tax payments on farms may be deferredfor 5 years (with only interest due on the tax liability
during that time) and then the tax may be paid in equal
installments over 10 years. An important change is that the
outstanding tax liability attributable to the first $1,000,000
of the descendent's interest in the farm is subject to a spe
cial low-interest rate of 4 percent per annum. Interest onthe balance of the liability is subject to a rate which i
currently 7 percent. The extension, however, is available
only in the event of under hardship.

Before 1976 the lifetime exemption for estate tax
amounted to $60,000 and the gift tax exemption was $30,000.
The new law raised these amounts and changed them to a single
tax credit which is subtracted after the estate tax is com-
puted. Basically, the credit doubled the existing tax examp-
tion in 1977 and almost tripled it in 1981 and subsequent
years. The tax credit will be step-phased and will be et--iv-alent to an exemption of $120,G66 in 1977, $134,000 in 1f :,
$147,333 in 1979, $161,563 in 1980, and $175,625 in 198' nd
in succeeding years.

Another important change is the increase in the ax-fre-amount a husband or wife may leave or give a spouse. The new
bill raises the marital deductions to half the estate r
$250,000, whichever is greater.

A change in the tax basis on inherited propert encour-
ages heirs to hold onto their new property. Previously, thr
tax basis on inherited property was increased at the time o!death to its fair market value. This meant that the appre-ciation in value between the time the descendent acquired the
property and the date of death was not subject to capital
gains. Thus, if an heir later sold the property, he paid
taxes only on appreciation in value between the date he
received the property and when he sold it.

The new law, however, requires an heir to carry the
decedent's ax basis. This revision usually means larger
capital gains taxes for the heir if he decides to liquidate
the estate. This may result in the heir being reluctan to
sell highly appreciated assets for fear of paying large cap-
ital gains taxes.

The net effect of the Federal Estate tax revision may
vary considerably by the fact that each state has differing
inheritance regulations. This may be particularly true in
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the case of land holders who die intestate since the farm
ownership may become fragmented among many individuals. In
many cases a sale may be forced by a minority of the heirs
in open auction.

Federal estate tax revisions
may have mixed results

As with any legislation, advantages and disadvantages
exist simultaneously in the estate tax revisions of 1976.

The law appears to substantially improve the individual
farmer's ability to pass his farm estate to his heirs. How-
ever, the revisions may, in fact, adversely effect the family
owner/operator concept.

The tax revisions were obviously aimed at helping per-
sons operating farms. To value farmland on a current usebasis rather than highest and best use, the land must be
operated as a farm by the decedent or a member of the dece-
dent's family, or one who had to participate materially in its
operation, for five or more years during the eight-year period
ending with the decedent's death.

This effectively limits the benefits to only thostactively invloved in the farming operation. It encourages
eligible farmers to retain land until death. There are sev-
eral additional ramifications.

-- Farmers may avoid giving land as gifts during their
lifetime, since gifts are not eligible for the tax
benefits.

-- Farmers may refrain from selling the land to anyone
other than a family member.

--Aging farmers may be encouraged to purchase more land.

The net effect of the doove may be to "lock" farmland
into a "landed aristocracy"--making it more difficult for anew farmer with no family ties in farming to acquire land,
warns Iowa State University Professor Neil Harl. This isexascerbated by the carry over rule, requiring an heir tocarry over the decedent's tax basis, and thus creating strongdisincentives for selling the land out of the family.

Another effect of the new rules is to increase the valueof farmland as a hedge against inflation. As currently
written, restrictions should help farmers be ,uccessful in
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bidding away land from nonfarmers. The rush to own farmland
would be dramatic, however, if nonfarmers are able to circum-
vent the "material participation" provision, requiring the
decedent or family member to have materially participated in
the operation of the farm in recent years. w'ithout this
requirement, the special valuation procedure would be open
to al investors in land. Farmland would likely become even
more ppealing as a retirement home or rural home for white
collar workers. It is doubtful whether the existing farmer
could compete for land. This might, however, bring new blood
into the rural reas to the benefit of the community.

IRS has proposed (July 19, 1978 Federal Register) that
in order to qualify for the special farmland valiation,
material participation by the owner must be proved through
a written agreement with the tenant indicating tat the land
owner has participation in the production or the management
of production. He must then carryout the actual material
participation in order for his estate to qualify for special
valuation at his death.

If this proposed regulation is approved it may cause
substantial modifications in the present informal leasing
arrangement for farmland that now exists. The expansion of
farm size through land rental agreements has been very im-
portant. Most of the farmers we interviewed only had verbal
lease arrangements.

The net effect could be that the farm operator may lose
some of his control ver the land he operates as owners seek
to qualify under the special valuation clause for inheritance
purposes.

State and local taxation differs
in scope and emphasis

Many states, believing in the value of farmland and other
open space uses, have enacted laws to ase the property tax
burden on the owner of such lands.

The first differential taxation law was enacted in
Maryland in 1957 and 42 states had similar laws as of April
1976. Some of the remaining states are considering such leg-
islation or have laws which provide some form of preferential
treatment.

There are three major types of differential tax laws and
they appear in a variety of ways in the different states.
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--- Preferential assessinen- laws permit valuation of landaccording to its current use. They contain no penaltyfor converting farmland to non-agricultural purposes.
-- Deferred tax laws also permit valuation based on cur-rent use, but they impose sanctions on owners whochange the use of the land.

-- Restrictive agreement laws permit local governmentsand landowners to enter into agreements to restrict
use of the land in return for differential tax treat-ment.

Differential assessments can serve important functions.If the purpose of the law is simply to cut the farmer's taxesbecause it is believed they are too high in relation to therest of society, then the preferential assessment approachis adequate.

However, preferential assessment laws do not distinguishbetween farmers and speculators. Further, they do nothinato restrict use of the land. To achieve these purposes thestate must enact one of the other two types of laws.
A deferred tax or a restrictive agreement will limit thetax concession to someone who maintains the agricultural useof the land. The effectiveness of either type of law dependsupon the penalties built into the specific legislation--thenumber of years for which a rollback of taxes is required ifthe nature of the land is changed, payment of interest onthe rollback, etc.

A differential assessment will have to compete withother financial considerations the landowner faces. If anowner stands to make a large profit from sale of the land toa deve'oper, that may override any other considerations. Forexample, a recent study of the New Jersey law showed it hadminimal effects because it provided a tax saving of only$10-40 per acre, but sale of a farm for devclopment couldbring capital gains of $2,000-$10,000 per acre.

In recent years the trend in state legislation has beenaway from the preferential assessment laws and :Awards themoLe stringent deferred taxation or restrictive agreementlaws.

IImplications

While tax laws have usually been geared to helping the£lmily farmer deal with his financial burdens and encourage
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the continued use of the land for farming, the various pieces
of legislation have had mixed results.

Aside from the problems inherent in each separate act. a
more disturbing aspect is the lack of coordination between
various governmental levels. For example, many states have
passed differential taxation laws to provide tax benefits to
those who use the land for agricultural purposes, but the
federal government is implementing programs to urge that land
be taken out of agricultural production through set-asides.
(See p. 123 of ch. IX.)

Similarly, property tax is mainly a local issue and it
can vary greatly between counties within a state or can
conflict with state or national tax policies. Within Mary-
land, for example, the first State to enact a differential
taxation law to preserve farmland, Montgomery County enacted
a special 5 percent farm sales tax, to be paid by the owners
at the time of sale of the fat.-. Payment is required even
it the farm is to continue in agricultural use. Taxes of this
type tend to become incorporated into the value of the land,
making it even harder for newer farmers to purchase land in
the county.

Recently there have been a few Universities and private
interest groups that have been working at the State and local
levels to help facilitate inttrgenerational land transfers so
that the land can remain as a unit for farming by the heirs.
According to these groups it is the small land holder and
often the minorities who do not adequately plan for an order-
ly generational transfer of their estates after their death.

At this pcint in time, there has been little in-depth
analysis of local property taxation and estate liquidation
sales and its effects (-i local and the state or national
farm structure. This type of overview is needed because
individual property assessment and taxation policies re sig-
nificant factors affecting the farmer's financial well-being
because they do not correlate with income.

Issues

--Given the evolution of the farm structure, are the
existing tax laws achieving their intended purpose?
Or are steps that are Jeing taken which individually
appear to be assisting the farmer, actually ccllec-
tively hurting him?

-- Should there be greater coordination between the tax-
related programs o Federal, State and local Govern-
ments?
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---Will the new estate tax regulations create a landedaristocracy because of the benefits which encourage
farmers to keep the land within the family? Will thisstimulate nonfarm investments?

-- What role should the Feleral Government play inassisting farmers with farm business and estate tax
planning to make the most of tax laws written to
their advantage?
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CHAPTER XI

THE TREND TOWARD LARGER ARMS HAS FUELED

THE DECLINE IN RURAL COMMUNITIES

With the significant drop in the number of farms inAmerica has come an equally dramatic drop in farm population.
Over 15.6 million persons lived on farms in 1960, Under 10million were considered farm population by 1970. Therate of decline slowed in the early 70s with farm population
dropping by an average of about 300,000 each year. As ofApril 1977, the farm population was down to 7.8 million.

More significant than the actual numbers, however, arethe precentage figures which show the shrinking political
base of the farmer i recent vears. Thirty percent of theU.S. population lived on farms in 1920. This had dropped
to 15 percent by 950, to 5 percent by 1970, and is 3.6percent in the 1977 tabulation.

The predominance of larger farms has resulted in morethan a simple redcction in farm population numbers. It hasalso increased the number of farmland owners who do notoperate the farm on a day-to-day basis. As a rule, they donot take as active a role in community affairs as a family-
type farmer would, and they frequently do not even 4ve inthe farm ommunity, taking the revenues from the farm opera-tion or rent attributable to the land outside the area.

Rural losses have been significant
in productive workforce

Reduced farm and farm operator numbers and outmigration
have been much more extensive for some farm operators andportions of the farm population than others. Net reductionsin farm and farm operator numbers have occurred largely asa result of declines in small, family-type farms and theiroperators. The operators of tenant-type farms, particularlysharecroppers in the South, have also declined at a rapidrate. Hired workers employed for short periods of timehave declined more rapidly than those employed long-term.

The outmigration of farm people has been highly relatedto their age and sex, Young people aged 16-25 especially
high school graduates and females, have accounted for dis-proportionate amounts. As a result, each person of workingage in the farm population has larger numbers of both veryyoung and old people to support than in the rural nonfarmand urban sectors.
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The continued loss of youth and the growing number of
the aged pose special problems for the outmigration areas.
A middle-income family spends a substantial amount, nearly
$10,000 to $15,000 to raise and educate a child, and a com-
munity invests a near equivalent. The loss of this produc-
tive member means a community loss of income and support.
Although the individual may earn more elsewhere, there is no
replacement. The aged, in contrast, are past their productive
years, and like the very young, contribute less than produc-
ti e members. Thus, the loss of youth, coupled with the
increase in the aged, places greater financial burdens upon
the pductive segments of the community. Loss of potential
leadership. loss of continuity between generations and the
dismembering f the community are still further implications
of population loss.

There is no strong evidence that outmigration has
improved job opportunities, reduced unemployment or brought
about a relative increase in per capita income in rural
communities. One reason may be depletion in the economic
base of the rural sector, not merely as a consequence of
declining population, but also from the change in composition
of population. Older people are more likely to have fixed
incomes and invest less in the commun'ty. Property values
decline, reducing the tax base. The nuinber of persons per
household declines and per capita cos's of service delivery
increases. In sm, the depletion of opulation and selec-
tivity of this migration place the frm-base community at
an economic disadvantage.

Local institutions have felt the
impact of population declines

As the farm populations have declined, the impact has
generally been felt by local institutions and organizations.
Many of te businesses and services located in these areas
derived a major portion of their customers from the farm
population. Retail stores have reduced their product lines
and services. This has led to reduced patronage from local
people, 'which leads to further business decline.

Improved transportation has allowed both farm and non-
farm customers to bypass closer centers for more specialized
goods and services in larger, more distant communities. This
phenomenon was reported in several of our case study inter-views conducted in farming areas around the country. Typical-
ly, farmers in North Dakota predicted a further decline in
rural business because those stores do not have the capacity
to serve today's more sophisticated farmer. A larger Virginia
farmer traveled to Ohio to buy chemicals wholesale and a big
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Maryland dairy farmer went to Kansas for special harvesting
equipment.

This negative impact on the business community has
reduced employment opportunities for the nonfarm population
particularly young people completing scaool. n those places
unable to recruit new industries and beyond commuting distance
to better opportunities, those unable to obtain satisfactory
local employment are forced to go elsewhere. Most often
this is to a distant larger community.

Some research suggests that 'arm trends of the 170s
will have a great impact on rural business because of changes
that occurred in these areas in the decades previous. A
1969 Illinois study by False and Riffe of changes in towns of
less than 2,500 in size found that between 1940-60 these towns
provided fewer consumer-oriented services, especially in
smaller villages. These changes narrowed the service base on
smaller rural towns and made them even more dependent on their
functions as supply centers for farm production inputs. The
effects on these rural businesses should therefore be substan-
tial, with fewer farms becoming the rule and better transpor-
tration permitting farmers to go outside their communities for
their needs.

The sizes and number of schools and churches in places
losing population has also dropped. Increased educational
costs result from the need to bus students in consolidated
districts. Small schools also have high rates of teacher and
administrator turnover. Churches losing members, in most
cases, experience reduced financial support, curtailed pro-
grams and high pastor turnover rates.

Because po-iticai representation is based on the one-man,
one-vote principle: farm residents have experienced a
decline in all levels of political power. One study of
population-loss areas found nearly all parts of local govern-
ment lost autonomy because of the decreased importance and
vigor of lower government bodies, as well as the loss of
traditional functions trough consolidation of services and
funds.

The changes in political structure were necessitated
by the narrow and, in some cases, declining tax bases of
the remaining population. Houses and business buildings
are frequently unoccupied, decline in quality, or are
destroyed. When farms are purchased for expansion, the
buildings are often destroyed to reduce taxes. The cost of
government services increases for those who remain in the
area, frequently with no change or with a decline in the
services provided.
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There is some evidence that declining towns may rely
heavily on fund transfers from Federal and State Govern-
ments. Yet with the declining political base, these funds
are often difficult to obtain.

The effects of large-scale farming and population drop
on the surrounding community can be seen clearly in two
major studies of farming communities in California's San
Joaquin Valley. Residents of communities wiLh smaller scale
cropping patterns had much greater access to a wide variety of
social services, including medical facilities anu schools
than those who lived in areas wh re larger-than-family size
farms predominated, according to a 1975 study by Fujimoto.
That st'udy confirmed the results of sim lar research conducted
in the early 940s by Goldschmidt which showed a small
farming community to be much more dynamic.

Another part of the decline spiral of rural places is
that as ocial goods and services decline with population
loss, tiese communities become less attractive places to
live. 'this encourages outmigration of even those who have
or could obtain local employment.

R poqrted growth of "normetropolitan"
reas ignores many small ommunities

There have been several reports recently of a shift
in population back to nonmetropolitan areas since 1970.
According to the Economic Research Service (ERS) of the U.S.
Agriculture Department, the nonmetropolitan population in-
creased by 6.6 percent compared with a metropolitan growth
of 4.1 percent. Mo-e than half of recent nonmetropolitan
population growth has come from net migration, amounting to
1.8 million people.

Regionally, the ERS found rapid growth in nonmetropolitan
'ounties in the mountain West, northern and central Rockies
and inter-mountain basins of the West. These are areas
where the base population has been small and sparsely settled.
The Ozark region experienced increased population as did the
north country of Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. The
previously declining upland areas of the Southeast have
also grown in size in recent years.

Population declines were reported in Lhe Great Plains,
in the Mississippi Delta, through scattered areas of the
Corn Belt, and lower parts of the South. But ERS indicated
that even these declines are slower than previously.
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These statistics on population shitts may be misleading

however. The ERS conclusions are based on Census data and

the Census of Population enumerates only legall' incorporated

communit es or those with populations of 1,000 or more. This

leaves c .: unincorporated farm trade centers and many low-

pcpulatic i areas.

To illustrate the potential magnitude of error, one can

look at the communities within Michigan. From 1930 to 1970

Michigen contained 1,329 communities of from 75 to 2,000

people, yet only 363 were enumerated by the Census. Of the

1,117 areas with populations from 75 to 1,000, only 196

were enumerated by the Census. While only about 9 percent

of the total 582 Michigan communities counted by the Census

declined -rom 1930 to 1970, nearly 44.5 percent of the 921

areas missed by the Census experienced decline.

Even if the reported shift to nonmetropolitan areas is

an accurate one, the implications for rural trade centers

and communities are not clear. Total population in nonmetro-

politan counties with over 35 percent of the work force

employed in agriculture continued to lose population from

1970 to 1973, though at a lower rate than before. In addi-

tion, increases in the total population of counties may have

little or no significance for smaller, rural areas in those

counties. If a I:-rger percentage of the population growth

is located in or by the larger county area, it may have no

significant effect on the smaller places.

The increase in population in nonmetropolitan areas,

even if accurate, cannot change the dramatic downshift in

population living on farms.

Dual income farmers benefit rural areas

One recent trend in agriculture is actually a boon

to rural areas. That is the increasing number of dual-

income farmers. According to the 1974 Census, nearly 37.5

percent of farm operators reported their principal occupa-

tion to be somethng other than farming, with almost 68.5

percent of all operators reporting off-farm income. About

35 percent of farm operators took in more from their off-

farm jobs than they did in selling farm goods.

These dual-income farm operators are frequently an

integral part of the rural community wnere they reside.

Instead of filtering money out of the area, they bring

in earnings from the neighboring urban areas. This trend

is likely to continue as new farmers find it almost impos-

sible to purchase farms large enough to provide necessary
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income. It may also be symbolic of the "back to the land"
movement, which is attracting many urban workers.

Implications

The magnitude of changes in the farm community relates
to the changes in farm structure which are occurring. The
smallest impact is felt by 'those areas which continue to
be dominated by family-size farms. The community effect
becomes increasingly magnified as the structure changes to
larger farms with nonowner managers or the larger still
industrial farms, possibly owned by nonfarm corporations.
The impact of such structural changes, while perhaps signi-
ficant at the national level, can become paramount at the
local level.

As family-size farms are eplaced by larger farms, the
work force will contain a higher roportion of hired workers.
Compared with owning managers, these workers have lower levels
of education, job and residual stability, and wealth. At
the same time, they tend to have larger families, a higher
percentage of unmarried males among them, and they raise youth
and total dependency ratios along with rates of rural farm
outmigration.

Another effect of increasing farm size is that a
hicher percentage of nonmanaging landowners reside outside
the community; resulting in a loss of revenue for the area.
Rental paynents leave the community, instead of being spent
or invested locally. In 1970 an estimated $1.5 million in
rental payments went to nonfarm landlords, many of whom
do not live in the communities in which their farms are
located. It is not known how much of this can be balanced
off by the dual-income farmer who brings capital into the
area.

Another potential effect is the long-range deterioration
of the economic base in farming communities through the
depletion of the community's major resource--land. A fe-
quent accompaniment of farm management by nonlandowners has
been the exploitation of the soil through over-cropping,
inadequate fertilizer application, soil erosion and poor
conservation practices. The greater the extent to which
this occuLs, the lower the poductive capacity and income-
generating potential of the land.

It has also been charged that large-scale farmers bid
up the land value beyond what is justified by normal returns,
pricing established and beginning farmers out of the market.
Tht community also experiences a basic structural change in
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the creation of two classes--the landowners and hired workers
--where previously a homogenous class existed.

Issues

-- Since Census statistics enumerate only incorporated
communities or those 'w.th populations of at least
1,000, can statistics be improved to accurately
reflect what is occur.ing in many of our Nation's
smallest communities?

-- Is there a need for improved Federal action in rural
development activities and programs?

-- Has the declining rural economy had a r.egative effect
on the rest of society, economically or socially?

--What can or should be done to stimulate off-farm
employment activities in rural areas? What role
should the Federal Government play in this area?
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CHAPTER XII

SERIOUS GAPS IN DATA HAVE MADE THE PICTURE OF THE

CHANGING STRUCTURE OF AGRICULTURE INCOMPLETE

While it was possible to provide an overview of the

changing structure of American agriculture, the picture is far
from total because of some serious problems with the complete-
ness and the reliability of existing information, as well
as critical gaps in the primary data sources.

Even if these gaps in specific data can be filled in

at a later date, it is hard to effectively analyze the

causes, impacts, concerns and implications of such informa-
tion without more frequent direct contact with today's far-

mers. We attempted to deal with this problem by utilizing
the case study approach--farms of varying sizes (part-time,

small, med.;m, and large) were interviewed in different
geographic regions and with different cropping systems.
In addition, we took a brief look at the USDA Firm Enter-
prise Data System to get a better understanding of forces
affecting today's typical farmers.

The analysis of frm structure
was hampered by old data

Our study included a thorough review of much of the
existing primary and secondary data sources on farm structure,
including the newly published (12/77) 1974 National Agricul-
tural Census summary information. Various State and private
sector-related research reports were also reviewed.

The analysis was hampered by old information, evidenced
by the fact that the principal data source, the 1974 National
Agriculture Census summary volume, was only recently available.
While State level data became available in 1977, the delay in
national figures meant that many of the USDA publications
prior to that time were based upon trend data from the 1969
Census of agriculture. In a .ition, the 1974 Census year,

was an unusual year for agriculture, with near record
incomes, making it even more difficult to derive implications
for 1978 and on.

Lack of coorlinatior among Federal agencies
and among divisions of the Department of
Agriculture detract from the data available

Further constraints on analysis of farm structure data
are caused by the lack of collaboration among Federai depart-
mental agencies as well as among the various organizational
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entities of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Coordination
among Federal agencies has been hampered by confidentiality
mandates, designed to protect the privacy of farm firms,
at the Internal Revenue Service as well as the Bureau of the
Census.

One of our recent reports recommended to Congress that the
confidentiality clause in IRS legislation be amended to
permit IRS to provide USDA with the following information for
statistical purposes only: Name and address of farmer,
social security number, gross sales, gross profits, business
location, number of farm laborers, and labor costs.

Other structural information could also be made available
to USDA, such as type of organizational structure (corporation,
partnership, sole proprietorship), as well as ownership of
farm land.

Likewise disclosure problems constrain a restructuring of
the data presented to USDA from the Census to facilitate
analysis. This problem will become more Pronounced as thetrend toward larger and fewer farms continues. To illustrate
the problem, all wheat farms having 500 acres and over are
grouped together. Thus, it is impossible to determine how
many wheat farmers have over 1,000, 2,000, or 10,000 acres,which would appear as a necessity for sound farm policy
formulation.

We also found that information being collected by one
USDA agency, such as farm records of ASCS, are not beingutilized by other USDA divisions. The annual ERS publica-
tion of Farm Income Statistics, for example, provides esti-
mates of government payment by sales class based on Census
data projections, instead of actual ASCS information. As
a result, the July 1977 publication of Farm Income Statis-
tics (which) for he first time utilized preliminary 1974
Census data) resulted in significant revisions in what the
public was being told was the case in the 1976 publication.
To illustrate, the 1976 publication stated that 20 percent
of direct government payments went to farmers having over
$100,000 in farm sales during 1974 and 1975. This distri-bution was revised upwards, however, to 31.5 and 34.,3 per-
cent, respectively, in the 1977 issue. To further cloud the
picture the July 1978 rublication again dropped tese esti-
mates to 25.2 and 2C ~rcent for the same years.

l/"The Statistical Reporting Service's Crop Reports Are Not
Used by Farmers," GGD-78-29.
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Budgetary considerations
also affect data quality

Faced with budgetary constraints, the costs of collecting
information could also bias USDA report quality. Recently,
the USDA was faced with a half million budget cut for various
crop and livestock reporting publications. In order to cope
with this budget cut on the livestock side, Iowa was taken
off the list of seven States for which monthly cattle on
feed reports are made. The rationale for elimination of Iowa
was that its many smaller feedlots made its data difficult
and expensive to collect. The final result, however, will
be a report which overrepresents large feedlots.

A similar data collection problem develops when trying
to assess the vitality of our Nation's rural areas. USDA
projections have mainly been derived from Census data, which
enumerates only legally incorporated communities or those
with population of 1,000 or more. Therefore, countless
smaller farm communities go unaccounted for.

Implications

Many data gaps hamper the ability of policymakers to
carry out an effective timely and rational decisionmaking
process which can positively influence the trends in American
agriculture.

In addition more precise data on farmers' net income and
relative well-being should be beneficial to not only the
policymakers but to farm groups, agribusiness interests, as
well as rural planners and developers.

Farm structural information could be combined with all
other types of farm production statistical information into
a systematic data collection review and feedback system.
Improved information on the changing structure and character
of American Aariculture is needed, if policymakers are to be
in a position to take actions which will be effective for
the total agricultural system.

Issues

-- Can properly targeted and implemented farm policies
be developed and evaluated without more complete and
reliable information on the changing structure and
characteristics of the U.S. farm sector?
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-- Could a more complete understanding of the total
agricultural system be gained through better coordina-
tion of data gathering activities of the various
Federal agencies?

(09719)
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